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Senate passes bill 26-11

FEB

Prevailing wage issue left up to Brown
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WARMER WEATHER — As the temperature rose, one Murray
State University student (above) Robert Vowell, took his books to
Reagan Field to finish his homework. Meanwhile, Mark Dougall and
Steve Johnson (below) gave up academics for the afternoon to play
with a flying disc in the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Staff photos by Matt Sanders

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
ball is now in Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.'s court on the controversial
issue of prevailing wage.
Both sides of the issue are now
looking at the governor's office to
see what Brown will do with a bill
passed Tuesday by the state
Senate greatly modifying the
state's prevailing wage.
The Senate passed the bill 26-11
after defeating a labor-backed
amendment by five votes. The
measure had already passed the
House.
How the governor will react remains unknown. Although Brown
was elected as a business symbol,
he also has had strong support
from labor.
The bill would greatly expand
the publicly financed construction
projects that are exempt from the
prevailing wage, which is a
minimum rate that must be paid
on public projects.
In addition to increasing the size
of projects exempted from $500 to
$250,000, it would also exempt all
school buildings and all local projects which use less than 50 percent state funds.
The prevailing wage was passed
42 years ago as a protection to
local contractors in the competitive bidding process. It has
become a mainstay of labor forces
and a target of opponents who contend it artifically raises the cost of
public construction.
The labor amendment, offered
by Sen. John Doug Hays, DPikeville, would have restored
local building projects to the
prevailing wage arrangement.
Hays predicted that enactment
would create fierce competition
by contractors outside the state
for Kentucky projects, to the
detriment of workers in Kentucky.
Furthermore, Hays said,.pro
ject prices may not be lower is the
final analysis merely because
wages have been cut somewhat.
The House Tuesday passed and
sent to the governor a bill that
could have Kentucky's public
school students paying fees again
within two weeks.
The bill, already passed by the
Senate, repeals a law that had prohibited charging fees for students

taking part in classroom ac- automobile manufacturers to set the Senate Judiciary-Criminal
up an arbitration program for new Committee. However, the comtivities.
Because the measure carries an car complaints was unanimously mittee amended the bill to exempt
emergency clause, it would take approved Tuesday by the Senate a landowner from prosecution
unless he knew the marijuana waa
effect immediately upon being Judiciary-Civil Committee.
The Senate Business Organiza- growing on his property.
signed by the governor.
The House Energy Committee
The Senate also sent to the tions and Professions Committee
governor House-passed bills to approved a bill that would give approved a Senate-passed bill apraise the size and length of loans local governments in the state's proving Brown's reorganization of
that a small loan company can larger cities the authority to per- the state Public Service Commisslots.- but amended it to require
make, require county's to redraw mit Sunday liquor sales.
A House-passed bill to stiffen future PSC nominees be confirmtheir magisterial districts each 10
years to make them equal in the penalties for growing and sell- ed by the Interim Joint Energy
population and allow school ing marijuana was approved by Committee.
districts to deposit their money in
savings and loans as well as
banks.
The House approved several
other bills and sent them to the
Senate, including one to increase
fees for oil- and gas-drilling permits from $10425 per well to $100
per well.
Another measure would prohibit
the Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection from issuing a permit
for a hazardous waste incinerator
without the approval of the local
government involved, unless
there are county-wide zoning
regulations.
Several major pieces of legislation made it out of committees
Tueaday, including a major jail
MULE TRAIN — Students at Southwest Elementary got a treat
reform measure.
as they rode around the parking lot in a turn-of
Tuesday
The jail reform bill, which
driven by one of Glen Kelso'ii mule teams.
coach
would abolish the current fee
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
system and provide jailers with a
guaranteed salary, was approved
by the House Counties and Special
Districts Committee.
The bill would also allow a county to close its jail and contract
with a neighboring county to lodge
parking lot to kindergarten
its prisoners, would provide a
By Matt Sanders
training allowance for jailers and
Charlie Lassiter, director of through fourth graders, teachers,
would centralize jail inspections
transportation for Calloway Coun- Principal Ray Dunn and a few
within the Department of Correcty School System, visited high-ranking school system adtions.
Southwest Elementary Tuesday ministrators.
According to Kelso, the coach is
The House Health and Welfare
morning to examine a new vehivalued at approximately $11,000
Committee approved a measure
cle.
to .delay implementation of the
The vehicle, a grey two-door, and probably sold for $500 brand
decriminalization of public
has a velvet-lined interior, leather new. The model probably was usdrunkeness in Kentucky for two
upholstery and, on good days, gets ed by wealthy people since the
passenger portion is enclosed. A
years because of inadequate funabout 25 miles to a bag of oats.
ding.
It is a coach, drawn by a mule bench seat located in front of the
A 1980 law, that is scheduled to
team. Glen Kelso, owner of the carriage offers the chauffeur a
go into effect July 1 of this year,
mules, said he borrowed the coach seat.
Since Kelso raises mules, he uswould remove criminal penalties
for a friend — Dr. Joseph Hunt of
for public intoxication and would • Detroit — who used it Sunday to ed two to pull the coach. Normalrequire each county to set up a
carry his parents to church so ly, such a vehicle would be drawn
detoxification center.
they could repeat their wedding by horses. Under normal condiA bill that would require
vows. Henry and Anna Hunt had tions when coaches were in their
been taken to church by a coach 60 hey-day, a team of horses could
years before and Joseph wanted to pull such a vehicle about 25 miles
recreate the day as accurately as in one day. That's as long as there
was plenty of oats to eat at the end
possible.
Kelso borrowed the coach from of the trek.
Lassiter said horse-drawn
Hoy Scott of Lebanon, Tenn., who
average of $145.17 on the floors,
purchased it at an auction. The wagons were used to transport
the general manager said. The
coach previously had been on children to school about 40 years
dollar figure is $32 higher than last
display in a Florida museum. ago when Broach Schools conyear. The association also has
Kelso was not sure of the year the solidated with Lynn Grove
taken 6.73 percent under loan.
model was made but a plate on the Schools. At the present time, the
Concerning the tobacco referenCalloway system has 41 bus routes
back of the coach reads 1896.
dum, Clark urged all Type 23 dark
a new school bus would cost
and
Drawn by two of his 12 mules —
fire cured and Type 35 dark air
Pat and Belle — Kelso gave rides approximately $23,000, which
cured producers to fill out and •-•around the the elementary school would buy alot of oats.
mail in their ballots as soon as
possible. He added the ballots
already have been mailed.

Unique transportation
enjoyed atSouthwest

Final clean-up tobacco sale
scheduled for Wednesday
The final clean-up tobacco sale
in Murray has been scheduled for
Wednesday, March 3, according to
Will Ed Clark, general manager of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
"It will be the last sale for which
price supports will be offered,"
Clark added.
To date, there has been 3,105,762
pounds of tobacco sold
$4,526,171.67 for a hundred-weight

,vt

Officials respond to several fire calls
Officials responded to several
field fire calls in Calloway County
Tuesday night.
According to Richard Steen of
the Calloway County wire-Rescue
Squad, firefighters made four
separate runs to an area 11
2 miles
/
past Panorama Shores where 15
acres burned. Squad members
also extinguished fires in the
Mount Carmel area and an area
off Highway 44 near Highway 280,

Steen added.
The squad member speculated
the fires may have been caused
from a burning cigarette thrown
from a passing vehicle or high
winds spreading contained brush
and garbage fires.
The Murray Fire Department
put out a field fire in the Robertson subdivision at the end of
Robertson Street, Phil Owens,fire
marshal,said.

colder today
Mostly cloudy becoming windy and much colder today.
Lows mostly in the 20s Friday,
30s Saturday and 35-45 Sunday.
Afternoon temperatures falling
into the lower 40s. Becoming
partly cloudy tonight and colder with lows in the upper 20s to
low 30s. Mostly fair but very
cold on Thursday with highs in
the upper 30s to low 40s.

today's index
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Senate committee calls for less military spending, more taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Republican chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee is making what his Democratic counterpart in the House calls an "extremely significant" step toward
a bipartisan rewrite of President
Reagan's deficit-ridden budget. It
calls for less military spending
and more taxes than Reagan has
proposed.
Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M,
the Senate committee chairman,
declared Tuesday that -- "in blunt
terms" — Reagan's 1983 spending
plan "simply doesn't pay for all
the good things it wants to do."
"Congress just won't pass"
Reagan's budget, Domenic' said,
adding that its huge projected
deficit "threatens to crush any
hope of economic recovery."
Domenic' unveiled his counterpros,
.in a speech to The Con-

ference Hoard Tuesday night in
New York. He made no specific
recommendation in the speech to
the business group for raising
taxes by $122 billion over three
years — $18 billion in 1983; $49
billion in 1984 and $55 billion in
1985.
But a detailed draft of his plan,
made available to The Associated
Press, shows the numbers are
based on eliminating the July 1983
individual income tax cut; enacting a revised minimum tax on
corporations and repealing the socalled leasing provision in the 1981
law that enables profitable companies to purchase unused tax
credits from less profitable firms.
However, the draft says repeal
of the 1983 tax cut is not the
"preferred alternative" and that
other changes could raise the
same amount of money.

Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla.,
chairman of the House Budget
Committee, had this response to
Domenici's proposal: "It is extremely significant that a leading
Republican budget spokesman
has now come forward with a
plausible program. Our concepts
of what needs to be done are very
close."
The proposals Domenici revealed include:
• Reductions in Reagan's
defense buildup of $20 billion to $25
billion between 1983 and 1985.
• Eliminating cost-of-living increases for 1983 for benefit prognarls, including Social Security.
• Raising taxes by $122 billion
over the next three years.
• Freezing federal pay raises in
the 1983 fiscal year and limiting
them to 5 percent the following
two years

• Freezing spending on hundreds of domestic programs at
current levels for three years.
• Limiting increases in
Medicare and Medicaid to the rise
in the Consumer Price Index, saving an estimated $22 billion in
three years.
Even with those changes, he
said, deficits will be $90 billion in
1983; $65 billion in 1984 and no
more than $55 billion in 1985.
Reagan's plan projects a deficit
of $91.5 billion in 1983, but
Republicans and Democrats alike
say it underestimates the actual
shortfall. Even by Reagan's
figures, the deficit would decline
only to $72 billion in 1905.
In a speech last week, Jones
said an alternative to the president's budget should include additional revenues to trim deficits,
tightened defense spending and

adjustments in the way many passed last year.
government programs are tied to
But "to say that a 3-year or 4the Consumer Price Index.
year plan is set in concrete, and
Domenici declared, "This is no that a 5-year approach would be
time for a quibbling over entirely unacceptable is silly,"
ideological purity. This is no time Domenici said.
for partisan potshots."
Dornenici's proposal, following
He said he believes a bipartisan
by a day a plan floated by Senate
consensus is developing.
"I hope that I can persuade him Majority Leader Howard H.
(Reagan) to eventually support a Baker Jr., R-Tenn., for an income
plan not dissimilar to that I have tax surcharge, emphasized that
outlined today — a bipartisan plan Republicans are determined to
that faces up to the dangers that rewrite the president's budget.
Before his speech, Domenici
lie ahead," Domenicisaid.
Domenici and other GOP con- told reporters Reagan "is not in
gressional leaders had met with the frame of mind to change." But
Reagan earlier Tuesday at the he added, "We intend to work on
White House. Following the ses- that."
He did not elaborate on how he
sion, Domenici said the president
had shown no interest in scaling intended to try to change the
back or delaying the 3-year, 25- president's mind, but noted that
percent reduction in income tax "obviously we'll have to give and
withholding rates that Congress he'll have to give."
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill awaiting Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.'s signature could result in
payments of fees by Kentucky's
school students within two weeks.
The measure was sent to Brown
•
Tuesday following its 80-7 approval by the state House of
Representatives. It had cleared
the Senate earlier in the session.
The bill would repeal a state law
that prohibits charging fees for
students taking part in classroom
•_ activities.
Because the measure carries an
• emergency clause, it would take
effect immediately upon being
signed by the governor. Brown
has 10 days to either sign or veto
the bill.
Tuesday afternoon's only
debate was generated by a
measure to stiffen the penalties
for assaulting a police officer.
Rep. Ray Brown, D-Sandy
Hook, the sponsor, said the bill
was designed to provide additional protection for the officers
by making such an assault a Class
• •
• D felony. Conviction of that class
of felony carries a one- to five• - year prison term.
Several representatives spoke
against the bill, including Rep.
Hank List, D-Lexington.
Currently, assaulting a police
officer is a Class A misdemeanor,
carrying a one-year prison
sentence and a $500 fine, List said.
If the existing law were enforc• ed more strictly, he added, the
state would not need to increase
the penalty.
"Our problem is with the courts,
•• not with the statute," List said.

ie.,.

ATLANTA (AP) — The defense
rested its case in Wayne B.
Williams' murder trial today after
the defendant took the stand for a
third day, called his prosecutor "a
fool" and told him: "You don't
have any evidence that Wayne
Williams killed anybody."

reason to be concerned. You don't
have any evidence that Wayne
Williams killed anybody ... all you
got is some hearsay mess."
After the prosecution concluded
its cross-examination, defense attorney Alvin Binder asked
Williams a few more questions,
then rested his case.
Mallard ended his crossexamination by asking Williams if
he considered this case "your
center stage, your challenge of a
lifetime."
"You must be a fool," Williams
replied.
Mallard asked if Williams felt
he had outsmarted police.
"No I didn't, because I wasn't
engaged in any type contest with
them," Williams said. "I can't
help it if they did a sorry job."
Williams, a 23-year-old black

The employment of a consulting

But Rep. Louie Guenthner, RNorthfield, argued that the
legislature should "create in the
minds...of those who would
assault an officer that it is a
serious offense."
Williams, who began his
The House did not act on the bill testimony Monday and spent a full
after Brown agreed to a sugges- day pri the witness stand Tuesday,
tion that it be placed on the clerk's responded angrily to many of
desk for further consideration.
Assistant District Attorney Jack
The representatives did ap- Mallard's questions today as the
prove a number of other bills, in- prosecution wrapped up its crosscluding one to increase fees for oil- examination.
and gas-drilling permits.
Asked whether he became conThe fees would increase from cerned after reading newspaper
$10-$25 per well to $100 per well accounts about evidence found on
under the measure sponsored by the bodies of young blacks, the
House Majority Leader Jim
defendant replied, "Sir, I didn't
LeMaster,D-Paris.
kill anybody,so I wouldn't have no
LeMaster silid the extra money
would help the state recover its
costs of administering the program without needing additional
tax revenues.
The bill passed 67-22 and was
Resolution opponents expressed
sent to the Senate.
By SY RAMSEY
that a convention' could
concern
77approved
measure,
Another
Associated Press Writer
not be limited to budget balanc7, would prohibit the Department
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API — A
ing.
for Natural Resources and Encommittee plans to vote
Senate
vironmental Protection from issuAt issue is a nationwide camproposed resoluing a permit for a hazardous next week on a
to enroll Kentucky,
paign
to the states
and Washington as the
waste incinerator without the ap- tion adding Kentucky
Missouri
cona
Congress for
states needed to petition
34
proval of the local government in- which petition
of
last
stitutional amendment to balance
volved.
Congress on the matter.
budgets.
federal
apply
not
The prohibition would
If that occurred and Congress
This state, along with Missouri
by two-thirds to call a conin areas with county-wide zoning
voted
and Washington, has been picked
regulations.
convention, threestitutional
by proponents for such action this
The state Board of Education
quarters of the states would have
could require local school boards year.
approve the balanced budget
In discussion Tuesday by the to
to buy fire insurance for nonamendment.
Senate Constitutional Amendsurplus buildings under another
A similar resolution has been inments and Elections Committee,
That
House.
the
by
bill approved
troduced in the KentuCky House.
it appeared more hearings might
bill, also approved 77-7, was sponIn the 1980 session, the state
be held on the controversial quesDRichards,
Rep.
Jody
sored by
Senate approved such a proposal,
tion.
Bowling Green.
it did not reach the House
But chairman Gus Sheehan, D- but
floor.
Covington, decided later it is time
Somewhat the same situation
for the committee to take action,
to prevail this time, with
seems
engineer to study and recommend even though the committee is not the Senate likely to go along and
district
a
burdened this session with selecto the board action on
coming from House
substation will also be discussed ting proposed state constitutional opposition
Bobby
Richardson, DSpeaker
conamendments.
at the 4:30 meeting. Annual
Glasgow, as was the case two
ferences in the stytem's field and
Testimony before the commit- years ago with his predecessor,
a policy about contributions are
the late William Kenton, Dcovered familiar ground.
tee
scheduled.
also
Lexington.
Sen. Eugene Stuart, R Prospect, withdrew his earlier
motion for a favorable vote in
committee, and chairman Gus

Concern expressed about convention
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Valley Authority directors are to vote next month on
whether to stop construction of
three nuclear reactors.
TVA General Manager Bill
Willis was to have made the decision about two reactors at the
Hartsville plant in Middle Tennessee and one unit at the Yellow
Creek plant in northeast
Mississippi.
But agency spokesman Alan
Carmichael said the federal utility's three directors decided to
vote on the question because of the
controversy it has caused.
The board's next scheduled
meeting is March 4, but Carmichael said he didn't know if the
vote would be taken then.
The reactors' fate has been in
question since TVA released a

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Louisville minister says the
"consciene of the grassroots is
beginning to awaken" in opposition to a bill that would legalize
off-track betting in Kentucky.
The Rev. LaVerne Butler of the
Ninth and 0 Baptist Church was
among a group of ministers which
held a press conference Tuesday
before delivering a resolution to
both houses of the General
Assembly and Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
The resolution, adopted Monday
night at a conference on
evangelism, expresses the opposition of the state's Southern Baptist
to the bill.

City council
meeting slated
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Bel Air Ctr.

perts have disagreed previously in
appearances before the elections
committee.
Neil Hammond, speaking for
the Kentucky Education Association, said the KEA wants a
gradual budget balancing and
fears that immediate action might
wipe out funding for education and
social programs.
Philip Thompson, president of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, and E. W. Kesler, a vice
president of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau said the federal budget
must be balanced.

Legislature at a glance
FRANICFCRT, Ky.(AP) — Here is a summary of activity in the
Kentucky General Assembly Tuesday.
Senate: Passed a bill greatly modifying the state's prevailing
wage; sent to the governor House-passed bills to raise the size and
length of loans that a small loan company can make, require county's to redraw their magisterialdistricts each 10 years to make them
equal in population and allow school districts to deposit their money
in savings and loans as well as banks.
House: Approved and sent to the governor a bill that could have
Kentucky's public school students paying fees again within two
weeks; passed a bill that would increase fees for oil- and gas-drilling
permits from $10-$25 per well to POO per well; approved a measure to
prohibit the Department for Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection from issuing a permit for a hazardous waste incinerator
without the approval of the local government involved, unless there
are county-wide zoning regulations.

TVA direaors to vote on stopping
Construction ofnuclear power plants

4114.

Round Point Shovel. Long
handle, sharp blade
Reg. $6.49 Mk 117De

Sheehan, D-Covington, indicated
the committee would take some
action on the resolution next week.
Stuart said he really prefers a
tax limitation to a balanced
budget, but will go along with the
proposed resolution.
Sen. Georgia Powers, DLouisville, said that debate and
discussion "would be a waste of
time" and there was no point in
more hearings.
The question of whether any
constitutional convention would
be limited to the budget balancing
remained unanswered. Legal ex-

staff study last month. The study,
which predicts the seven-state
region's demand for electricity
during the next 20 years, concluded that the three reactors wouldn't
be needed before the year 2000.
TVA has already spent about
$2.1 billion building the units, and
agency officials predict it would
take another $8.2 billion to finish
them.
Unless TVA can sell the electricity the reactors would produce, they won't be economical to
build. But if work is stopped, more
than 4,000 construction workers
will lose their jobs and TVA will
risk losing part or all of its investment.
In the late 1960s, when the demand for electricity was growing
rapidly, TVA began building a 17reactor nuclear power system.

Economic changes during the
1970s, however, brought big increases in the price of electricity
and big decreases the growth of
demand for it.
Power-demand forecasts since
1979 have prompted the agency to
mothball five nuclear reactors
and slow work on the three now
being considered for mothballing.
Five reactors — three at the
Browns Ferry plant near Athens,
Ala., and two at the Sequoyah
plant near Chattanooga — are
finished.
Construction is continuing on
four others which are scheduled to
be finished between 1984 and 1988.
TVA provides electricity to 2.8
million customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, North
Carolina and Virginia.
_

Baptists' resolution opposes
off-track betting in Kentucky.

•

Garden Hoe. Tempered
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"I've been through a lot all clam
free-lance photographer and selfstyled talent promoter, has plead- yesterday, and I'm tired. You
ed innocent to murdering keep asking me the same clues-.
Nathaniel Cater, 27, and Jimmy tions over and over again," he
Ray Payne, 21, two of 28 young said. "The question is, did I kill
blacks whose deaths over a 12- somebody, and I told this man
month period were investigated ( Mallard) I hadn't."
Mallard asked if he was "playby a special police task force.
No arrests have been made in ing cat and mouse" with police.
-I don't have no intention oft
the 26 other cases, but prosecutors
contend that the deaths of Cater playing cat and mouse with
and Payne are part of a pattern of anybody," Williams replied, "but
killings that includes the slayings you've harassed me, you'veharassed my parents, you've;
of 10 other young blacks.
Mallard asked Williams today harassed my friends and everyone.
why he crossed a Chattahoochee else, and I got tired of it."
Williams first took the stand
River bridge to use a telephone
Monday afternoon and underwent
the night he was stopped by a
three hours of cross-examination
police stakeout team, rather than
Tuesday, proclaiming his inuse a telephone on his way home.
"What in the world has that gotf nocence and denying repeatedly
to do with killing somebody?" that he had any part in the slayings.
Williams asked.

MES board sets meeting
Discussion about a TVA-Murray
Electric System contract
--Ilighlights the agenda for a
meeting of the system's board this
afternoon.

.

Defense rests Williams'case

Studentfee bill
in Brown's hands

•
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Murray

A regular ... .eting of the Murray City Council is scheduled at
7:30 p.m . Thursday in City Hall.
Items included on the agenda
are:
- Second reading of an ordinance adopting codification of
city ordinances.
A resolution designating a
agent to obtain disaster relief
funds for the city.
.a.
A recommendation from the
Murray I'lanninic Commission to
deny rezoning of Murray Corn prehensive Carr Center propert v, 702-4 Main St.

According to the resolution, the
adoption of the bill would be both
"economically devastating" and
"morally disgracing."
The ministers called the
unanimous endorsement of the
resolution an unprecedented action, but one which was consistent
with the Baptists' opposition to
gambling.
"Our primary concern is OTB,"
Butler said. Enactment of the bill,
he added, "would be spreading a
disease that we don't want in the
commonwealth."
Butler said Baptists also were
alarmed with a provision of the
bill that would, in his opinion, subsidize race tracks with tax money.
In addition to legalizing offtrack betting, the bill would provide tax breaks for the state's
smaller and financially troubled
thoroughbred and harness race

School board
meeting planned
Murray Independent School
Board will meet in regular session
at 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 25, in the
board of education office.
Items on the agenda include a
report on the elementary school
staff, consideration of a working
budget amendment, correspondence and personnel, according to Robert G lin Jeffrey,
superintendent.

tracks. The bill, which has pasted
a committee, is awaiting the consideration of the full House.
Don Embry of the Bellevue Baptist Church in Paducah maintained that records of other states
with legalized gambling show that
they spend more to collect the extra revenue than the gambling
generates.
And Butler said the measure
would be counterproductive to
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s stated
goal of bringing industry to Kentucky.
"And industry won't come to a
state where its money is going to
end up in the underworld's
pocket," he said.
The ministers also argued that
gambling leads to an increase in
poverty because people will spend
their money at a race track rather
than use it to buy necessities.

The Murray Ledger & Times
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Not all of world
is politically free
Those were strong words from U.N. ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick — that "most of the governments of the world are by our standards bad
governments." She was speaking at an American
Legion convention, not at the United Nations,so she
did not have to pretty up her opinions with the
euphemisms of the diplomatic lounge.
Dr. Kirkpatrick cannot be accused of taking a
cynical view of the world. Organizations like
Amnesty International and Freedom House annually publish inventories of the repression practiced by
various governments, and they bear her out. The
majority of the world's governments are indeed
"bad" if the standard of -good" is the dignity,
freedom and protection from government abuse enjoyed by Americans under their remarkably effective Constitution.
The Freedom House survey for 1981 published
last month shows that 64 percent of the world
population lives in 136 countries that are either not
free" or only "partly free." Amnesty International's annual report issued last December is a
catalog of violations of human rights ranging from
the "severe repression" of dissent in the Soviet
Union and other Communist countries to the abuses
of dictatorships of the left and right in Southeast
Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America.
These surveys show that dictatorships are dictatorships whether they are rooted in ideologies of
the left or right. This should give pause to those
Americans who are lending moral or material support to Marxist guerrilla movements abroad under
the notion that the authoritarian governments they
would install are somehow more virtuous than the
ones they would replace.
The point being made by Dr. Kirkpatrick is that
the united States cannot always pick its friends
from among governments that would be deemed
"good" by our own standards. There just aren't
enough good governments to go around.

Clark quietly moves against Haig

Looking bock
Ten years ago
Kirksey School Parent-Teacher Association had
voted to place a plaque in memory of the late M. B.
Rogers who served as principal of Kirksey School
for 23 years at a meeting Feb. V.
Jewell Deene Ellis had assumed new duties as acting director of division of home economics education in Kentucky for Department of Education.
Twenty years ago
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly
and senior at Murray High School, had been named
a finalist in 1961-62 National Merit Scholarship
Corp. Program, according to Principal Fred
Schultz.
Glenda Mauzy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Mazy,had enlisted in U. S. Air Force and was to
I take basic training at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County residents had brought a tolal of
$1,437.45 of Tuberculosis Christmas seals in the annual 1951 Christmas Seal Sale, according to Mrs. R.
H. Robbins, county chairman.
Dr. A. H. Kopperud was to speak about "Every
Man" at College Presbyterian Church. He had just
returned from meeting of National Council of
Presbyterian Men at Chicago.
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policy review. He wants to upgrade
the NSC staff, giving it closer control
and management over day-to-day
policy.
So far, he has made no overt move
in that direction. But Clark has been
taking charge in a far more personal
way than Allen. When Weinberger
sent Clark a speech he planned to
deliver at a U.S.-West German conference in Munich Feb. 13, Clark
ordered two sections changed, one
dealing with the Soviets' Yamal
pipeline, the other with West German
contributions to NATO. White House
aides say that Allen never censored
speeches of Cabinet members.
Clark's first six weeks on the job
contradict expectations that, considering his total foreign policy experience of one year under Haig's
tutelage, he would be a highlyefficient paper shuffler without
touching policy. Those predictions
underestimated Clark's clout.
Clark's influence derives directly
from Reagan himself, and the president is known to be solidly behind
Clark in the current struggle for control over long-range policy reviews.
White House insiders say Haig's
resistance to the new directive has
disturbed the president almost as
much
, as the secretary's public pro-

merely to replace the fallen Richard
V. Allen but to bring order out of
chaos in making foreign policy. But
Haig's opposition to Clark's plans
threatens more disarray.
Clark is strengthened by the latest,
unseemly outbreak of policy struggles between Haig and Weinberger.
In daily headlines, these public battles show disorder within the president's national security
bureaucracy. Foremost allies of the
U.S. are privately asking question
about who's in charge while underlings of the two principals fuel hostility with leaks to the press and end
runs to promote their bosses.
That sets the stage for Reagan to
elevate Clark and his NSC staff, with
instructions to take command of the
policy-making machinery and end
damaging in-fighting. The first step
in that direction is Clark's seemingly
trivial directive empowering his staff
to call its own policy-review
meetings in the White House. In fact,
the authority to call high-level
meetings of top State, Defense and
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
officials and to dominate those
meetings is the core of policy power.
Moreover, Clark has confided to intimates that he was not ruling out a
change more basic than long-range

WASHINGTON — In his first lowkey month as President Reagan's national security adviser, William P.
Clark has quietly moved — with
Reagan's support — against Alexander Haig's cherished foreign
policy turf, predictably arousing
resistance from the secretary of
state.
Unlike public quarrels between
Haig and Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger over the U.S. approach
to the Middle East or toward the
Soviet Union, the Haig-Clark dispute
concerns no single policy but how
policy should be made. This is a
struggle for the power to create, control and carry out U.S. foreign policy
that under Reagan often has seemed
to wander aimlessly.
Clark has issued a secret directive
giving the National Security Council
(NSC) staff jurisdiction over longrange U.S. policy reviews now conducted by the State Department.
Haig, a stalwart defender of State
Department turf, is fighting that
directive. "The orders are that it is to
be done here, but Al won't buy,' one
White House insider told us.
Reagan brought his old friend,
Judge Clark, over from the relatively
comfortable deputy secretary's
niche at the State Department not
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U.S. shouldn't
support airlines
The shock of the Laker Airways bankruptcy was
hardly over before Sir Freddie Laker announced
the People's Airline — a new scheme to make air
travel affordable to the "forgotten man."
Freddie Laker says he and British businessman
Roland "Tiny" Rowland will start-a slimmed-down
version of his former no-frills air service.
This is fine, and we wish him well. We admired
his efforts to bring down airline fares with his
Skytrains.
But we hope the U.S. Export-Import Bank will
turn him down on any financing this time. The U.S.
taxpayer cannot afford any more overseas deals
with Freddie.
Laker now owes Export-Import $147.2 million,
and there is little or no chance this will be repaid.
Rowland and Laker are said to be seeking the five
DC-10 airliners they have mortgaged to Ex-Im.
Laker Airways turned belly-up Feb. 5 under a
burden of $388.5 million in debts to a consortium of
27 banks. Generally, it is agreed that Laker's decision to upgrade his "bargain basement" service
was a cardinal error.
One analyst said, "His great expertise was in the
no-frills. It was like Macy's trying to become Cartier's."
The Export-Import Bank's role is to finance the
purchase of U.S. products rates by foreign countries. It does this by offering favorable interest
rates ranging from 3 to 8 percentage points below
prevailing rates.
Export-Import Bank financing is supported by
U.S. taxes and, thus, the taxpayer is a big loser in
the Laker Airways bankruptcy. Laker was knighted
for creating his airline. Some believe the knightly
honors should have gone to the American taxpayer.

by rowlond evons & robert novak

inside report

sexuAL

washington today

test last spring over Vice President
Bush's selection as "crisis
manager."
Haig's fight against the new directive may persuade the president the
time has come for major
bureaucratic changes, giving Clark
and his staff new power to coordinate
and control day-to-day national
security operations as Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski did in
the 1970s. That was foresworn by
Reagan during the presidential campaign in what proved a vain effort to
prevent the public feuding in his administration that poisoned relations
between Kissinger and Secretary of
State William P. Rogers and between
Brzezinski and Secretary Cyrus
Vance.
But Reagan has been confronting
worse internal disharmony: public
debate and private struggle between
Haig and Weinberger over how to
deal with the Russians, Poland, the
Caribbean, the Arabs and Israel. For
a year, the National Security Council
staff, representing the president, has
been locked out of resolving these
disagreements. Judge Clark's seemingly trivial directive has opened the
door a wide crack; Gen Haig's struggle against it unwittingly may push it
open wider.

Insurance questions

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My inother has
been in and out of trouble. He was in
prison for 14 years, during which
time he received social security
disability. He has been receiving his
benefit for about 20 years. He is once
again serving a prison term of 5 to 10
years. As soon as he went to prison
his disability benefits were cut off.
Could you explain why this happen•
ed? K.L.
ANSWER: The Social Security Administration has already suspended
disability payments to about 4,000 individuals during the time they are
imprisoned because of a felony conviction, as a result of legislation
enacted in October, 1980.
HEARTLINE: Could you tell me
what "limited coverage" health insurance is? G.F.
ANSWER: Some companies issue
limited coverage policies at an
understandably low cost. Examples
are cancer policies or accident
by waiter mears policies which cover only certain injuries. Under such plans, all risks
other than those stated in the policy
are excluded.
This information was taken from
our "Headline's Guide to Health Insurance and Medicare Supplements." The book contains impori
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Reagan'ssa budget
alleenat
information about all types of
tant
word
insurance and Medicare suphealth
his economic recovery program
which could save you
plements
depends on Congress to continue
and worry in the future.
time
money,
spending reductions "or they
your copy, send $2.00 to
themselves can set back the To order
Heartline, Dept. HI, 114 East Dayton
recovery."
St., West Alexandria, OH 45381.
HEARTLINE: My husband, who is
The president said he hopes congressional critics of his program will 68, had open-heart surgery two years
hear from their constituents because ago. He now must have surgery
"I think there is widespread sup- again and will have a pacemaker. We
port" for spending cuts, defense in- were wondering if Medicare will
cover the cost of the pacemaker?
creases and tax reduction,
L.H.
ANSWER: Yes.
will
there
that
None of that means
-wet-- be- compromise, or at least—
change. Congress does not swallow
administration budgets without revi1102 1111cHousdn Synd Inc
sion, and Republicans are particularly worried about the political fallout
of the projected deficit. They're the
ones who will have to defend it to the
voters in the congressional election
campaign next fall.

Reagan may compromise budget
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan has offered to take a look at
reasonable proposals for compromise on his new, high-deficit
budget, .but he's in no mood to
negotiate on lower defense spending
or higher taxes.
That wouldn't seem to leave much
to negotiate about.
Those are the prime targets of congressional critics, most of them
Democrats but some of them
Republicans, who are looking for
room to reduce the $91.5 billion
deficit Reagan projected.
For a day, it seemed they might
have some points for -bargaining.
Budget director David A. Stockman
went to Congress Wednesday with
what sounded like a conciliatory
message on taxes and defense,
although he ruled out any fundamental retreat from administration
policy.
What Stockman meant, Reagan

told his news conference Thursday,
was that budget critics should come
up with some specific proposals of
their own instead of offering only
-diatribe and opposition and
criticism."
And Reagan is the boss.
He's been complaining about the
tactics of his critics ever since he
sent Congress the budget. "Even
before the budget came out you could
hear the sound of knees jerking all
over Washington,- Reagan said in
Des Moines Feb. 9.
Those are not the words of a president bent on finding room for compromise. But it is worth noting that
for the president or his spokesmen to
invite compromise at this early point
in the process would be to concede
too much too soon. There's plenty of
time for bargaining later in the year.
Democratic liberals have complained at the social spending curbs

RAIF1Finr1

Today in history
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 24, the
55th day of 1982. There are 310 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 24, 1920, the Nazi Party
was organized in Germany.
On this date:
In 1530, Charles V was crowned Holy Roman Emperor and King of Italy.
In 1656, Spain declared war on
England._
In 1922, ktenchman Henri Landru,
known as "Bluebeard," was executed at Versailles for murdering 10
women.

And in 1945, Egyptian Premier
Ahmed Pasha was assassinated after
announcing Egypt's declaration of
war against Germany.
On that same day, U.S. troops
liberated the Philippine capital of
Manila from Japanese occupation in
World War II.
Ten years ago. The Supreme Court
declared unconstitutional vagrancy
laws that punished people for a wide
range of conduct such as loafing and
avoiding work
Five years ago It was announced
that the United States would reduce

Its aid to Argentina, Uruguay and
Ethiopia because of human rights
violations in those countries.
One year ago: A right-wing
military uprising in Spain collapsed
— just 18 hours after it began.
Today's birthdays: Actress Barbara Lawrence is 52 years old.
Former South Dakota Senator James
Abourezk is 51.
Thought For Today: Nothing in life
is to be feared. It is only to be
understood. — Marie Curie, Pol!shborn scientist (1867-1934).
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John Anthony Vance born
Mr. Apiki Mrs. Tommy E. Vance, Rt. 6, are the
six

I-. ewe**. of a son, John Anthony, weighing
ounces, measuring 193,4 inches, born
paw*
Wedelidey, Feb. 10, at Murray-Calloway County
;: Hospital. They have a daughter, Melissa Leigh, 7,
• and another son, Robert Thomas,5.
•: - The mother, the former Rebecca Chaney, is on
ke-imna as a teacher at North Calloway Elementary
If•illdleal. The father is employed by Holland Bros.,
jillitingo. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Vance, Rt. 4, and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Chaney, Rt.
• g. A gr'eat-grandmother is Mrs. Gilbert Sanders, Rt.
• 1, Buchanan,Tenn.
•
1.

Alphas to hear Larson

Dr. Edwin Larson, History Department, Murray
State University, will speak at a potluck luncheon
meeting of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's
Club Saturday, Feb. 27, at noon at club house. He
will present a slide talk about "The Settlement of
Trigg and Calloway Counties."
Hostesses will be Helene Visher, Mildred Hatcher,Madge Diuguid, Ruth Wilson and Eva Ross.

Wedding vows to be said March 26

Local chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, Feb. 26, at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library. Keith Hays of
Fisher-Price Toys will be guest speaker.

Geri Johnson initiated
Geri Johnson of Murray was initiated into Gamma Upsilon Chapter of Pi Omega Pi, business
education honorary society, at Murray State
University.

Puckett presents lesson
Sylvia Puckett presented a lesson about "Breaking the Cycle of Abuse" at meeting Feb. 9 of New
Providence Homemakers Club at home of Fonda
Grogan, club president. Her lesson concerned child
abuse, spouse abuse, abuse of elderly, self-abuse
and rape. Crafts were shown by Puckett and Dorval
Hendon. Patsy Pittman directed recreation.
Other members present were Peggy Taylor,
secretary, Beth Falwell and Gail Herndon. Four
children present were Greg Taylor, Andrew and
Jacob Falwell and Grant Pittman. The club will
meet March 9 at 1 p.m. at Falwell home.

•

Jones leads program

Modest Jeffrey will speak
Modest Jeffrey will be speaker at annual World
Day of Prayer of Church Women United to be Friday, March 5, at First Presbyterian Church. Coffee
will be served at 9:30 a.m. with meeting to start at
- . 10 a.m.
Eloise King is president of CWU, composed of
•
women from all churches in Murray and Calloway
County.

Virginia Jones was program leader at a meeting
on Feb. 11 of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Women at home of Dean
Cochran. Mary K. Cain led Bible Study.
Members made special Valentines to be sent to
Mr. and Mrs. David Wagnor and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jones, Sr. Seven members and a visitor,
Reba Hammer, were present. The next meeting
will be March 11 at home of Margaret Nell Boyd.

Laura Ann Scott
to wed Richard Bob Nygaard

Your Individual Horoscope

• "-STD& Group will meet
itt 7:30 p.m. Health
:,..Penter. This is for any
..440$911 who bas lost a
%-ithile through sudden
or accident.

Golden Age Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
social hall of First United
Methodist Church.
Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
Magazine Club will
meet at 12:30 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Room,
University Center, Murray State University.

Golden Pond Vis'itors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
Pi Sigma Alpha will
have a coffee at 4 p.m. in
the Cumberland Room,
University Center, Murray State University.
"The Hostage" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.
Dancerirsr Class will
West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers be at 6 p.m. and Ritual
Fla meet at 8 p.m. in Practice will be at 7 p.m.
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FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1982
SCORPIO
PISCES
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nieel&C (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) MC
row be? Ti find out what the (June 21 toJuly 22)
stars say, reed the fereeaat Romantic trends are Sincerity and the expresiaon Career interests pi&sp In
given for your birdi Sign.
favorable, but gambling or of loving sentiments will help the evening. A nice invitation
speculation could cause you surmount romantic dif- could come now.Steer clear of
for Murray Women of
losses. Be alert for an exciting &mite& There'll be new people who gossip. Don't be
Moose at lodge hall.
chances to improve income. gullible.
new career development.
Oie YQU BORN 'TODAY are
SAG/MAR/US
LEO
ARIES
Senior Citizens Centers (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) erd4 (MY 73 to Aug- 22) 4f24tk (Nov.22to Dec.21) i•
creative and have the ability
will be open as follows: Competitors have sneaky Coefinion reigns in one A difficult relative will be to coaurnercialize your talents.
Hazel and Douglas from tactics, but your good will br- nines* involvement, but appeased with a gift or some Music, painting, acting and
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis ings you career benefits. Use retengeeledium nmy meet expression of thoughtfulness, sculpture are some of the
careful judgment regarding 11011/11110111e DEW. Lad-minute in- Romance is exciting, but fields in which you'll find hapfrom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
avoid carelessspeech.
piness. Somewhat mystical by
loans,credit and investments. Vitiations are pkasant
.1 dpe--If nature, you're drawn to
CAPRICORN
VIRGO
TAURUS
(Dec.72to Jan.19)
toSept. 22)
JIt religion, philosophy and
Bible Journaling Group (Ape.20to May 20) til‘k ? (Aug.23
kind Financial problems are hurnanitarian work. You need
and
the
word
sweet
The
before
further
raiearch
Do
of First Christian Church committing yourself about a gesture will mean a lot to a possible now, so it's a poor to see the larger picture to
will meet at 7 p.m. in financial matter. Others may loved one. Exercising faulty time to loan money to a friend. make the most of your talents.
home of Mr. and Mrs. promise more than they can judgment could mar Your late Home activities are favored in If you involve yourself with
others, you'll overcome a
the evening,
evening hours.
Frank Roberts, 1665 deliver.
tendency to introversion,
AQUARIUS
LIBRA
GEMINI
Calloway.
laziness or depression.
(sept.neoOct.22) Ari (Jan.20to Feb.18)
(May 21 to June 20)
You could be careless with wallget more accomplish- Watch out for ill-conceived Business and the professions
health or diet. Don't overlook El at home than in Your nor- career plans. Be skeptical of may also appeal to you. You
important Job details. Even- real narking environment. risky schemes. Impromptu have a fine technical mind and
ing promises good time with awe ties have pleasant sur- meetings are fortunate, but can succeed in engineering
and architecture.
use care with money.
peliele-but watch spending.
.

Intel kind of day 'will tense- CANCER

Coming community events listed
Wednesday,Feb. 24
Book study, taught by
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Thursday,Feb. 25
Four-H Dairy Club wIl
meet at 7 p.m. at County
Extension office, 209
Maple St.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Scott, Rt. 8, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Laura
Ann, - to Richard Bob
Nygaard, son of Nancy
Lee Nygaard, Austin,
Texas, and the late
Ronald Paul Nygaard.
The bride-elect, a 1980
graduate of Calloway
County High School, is
employed at McDonald's.
She is the granddaughter of Maude Scott
and Lois Wilson of Murray.
Nygaard is a student
majoring in criminal
justice at Murray State
University.
The wedding will be
solemnized Friday,
March 26, at 7 p.m. at
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. A reception will
follow in the fellowship
hall of church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

NARFE Chapter will meet

STORf-WIDE CLEARANCE SALE

Ink

LOUISVILLE, Kt, teeetve 211,000 a year, in': (AP) — Curiosity can be Valve young kids," said
-George Rodgers,
• deadly to children.
KentuckYe• They're- ii1isk,*•:441.
tracted to Om 4rr.Ong Pulsoil CO8triiKenter.
sotto: is open
things, particultily
and stafties, if they are unifer
fed 'ell*. Iti
•
age of S.
7e.• a Ow"Approximately fsepelk-..niswist or a- registered
cent of the telephorieneller
. •'
'!-4 Vie have a microfilm
we receive,
)oison index that supplies
'guick information on
thousands.,.pf drugs,
-..illiakes • and
ipisintit,.
.,Inushrooinre -It's updated
eery three -Months,"
Rodgers-explained.
There's no charge for
the -center's service and
the toll-free number, 1800-722-5725, puts it within
reach of anyone in the
state.
"We dispense information, not treatment," said
Rodgers, an associate
professor of pediatrics at
the University of
Louisville. He came here
six months ago from
Syracuse, N.Y., and took
over the Poison Control
Center.
"You never know what
the next phone call's going to bring," he said.

4

4,
•

"Most of the inquiries involve preseriptions or
uver-the-courfter drugs. A
a convelfl-s-ekli.
tamer and tare a 'sip or
sieallow a pill. When the
mother learns what- has
happened, we get a frantic *man on the phone."
- The pliiinnacist taking
the call beiiiires about the
symptoms,. ale age and
general health of the patient, the amount of
medication taken and
when it was ingested.
"The majority of these
cases don't require
therapy and can be dealt
with in the home,"
Rodgers said. "If it's
critical, we suggest the
patient see a physician
immediately or be taken
to an emergency room."
He said the center
doesn't recommend any
all-purpose solution for a
poisoning, and he's skeptical of old-fashioned
remedies that have been
passed along from family
to family over the years.
"You've heard of using
charcoal from burned
toast or tea or baking
soda as antidotes. There

are some dangers in taking these things."
Rodgers suggested that
ipecac be kept in the
home to induce vomiting
but said the center should
be contacted about the
dosage and to make absolutely sure that
vomiting is the proper antidote.
While prescription
_drugs represent the
greatest threat to
youngsters, Rodgers said
they're also prone to
"fool around with
household cleaning products. We've also had
some who have consumed
leaves from house plants
or berries that grow on
bushes during summer."
Recently, the center
received a call from a
tearful woman who explained that her parrot
had died after eating
rhododendrum leaves.
"There wasn't much we
could dp then but sympathize," Rodgers said.
The center, opened in
1954, isn't restricted to
children.
"Adults can be just as
careless when it comes to
medications."

SEIKO
*EXCLUDING ROLEX AND CONCORD
Lay Away Now
For Graduatbn
and Mothers

We're The Biggest Because Were The Bash
OPEN DAILY 10-6
harge It With Our E-Z Terms

BENEFIT PLANNED — Committee members make decorations and plan for
annual luncheon and benefit card party, sponsored by Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club, March 4 at noon at club house. Tickets at $3.50 each may
be purchased at door or from members. Pictured, from left, seated, Janet
Wallis, Verble Yates, Myrtle Douglas, Clover Cotham, standing, Irene Young and Faye McConnell.

JEWELERS BEL AIR CENTER, MURRAY
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Phelps-Medlin wedding scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Phelps, 1307 Walters St.,
Covington, Tenn., announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Janet Lynn, to Mark Conway Medlin, Covington,
son of Mrs. 0. G. Weed,
Bowling Green, and
Boyce Medlin, Wake
Forest, N. C.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Reba
Miller and the late R. M.
Miller of Murray and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Carl V. Phelps of
Mayfield. Her mother is
the former Clara Jane
Miller of Murray. Her
maternal grandmother
presently is a resident of
Parkview Convalescent
Center,Paducah.
Phelps, a graduate of
Covington High School,
received a B. A. degree
from Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn., and a J.
D. degree from the
University of Texas
School of Law, Austin. In
college she was a
member of Alpha
Omicron Phi sorority,
Omicron Phi Tau and
Gamma Beta Phi
honorary fraternities and
Lambda Iota Tau
honorary literary society.
At law school she was on
staff of American Journal
of Criminal Law.
She is employed as a
practicing attorney with
Gordon, Forrester and
Whitaker at Covington.
She is a member of Tipton County Bar Association, Tennessee Bar
Association and Tennessee Trial Lawyers
Association.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. W. B.

care, dietiary, gift shop, baby
photo service, medical records, xray, physical theraphy, out iatient lab, and a hostess at information desk.
The group has many hopes and
dreams and one of the present
realities is they are buying, to the
tune of $3,500, an infant
transporter with a life support
system that transports the infant
from surgery to the nursery.
Betty Hinton is an active
member who is co-ordinating the
decorating projects, which will include a local high school student
art contest with the winning
students decorating certain walls
in the hospital.
This active group of women
stressed that the membership is
not limited to just women, men
may also join. Anyone interested
in service with this group is asked
to contact Ruth Eversmeyer at
753-5131, Ext. 179.
Keep your eyes on this organization — this is voluntaryism in the
finest form.

Painey'3 fbav
bt Rainey Apper.on

Enthusiasm is catching and
members of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Auxiliary are giving their enthusiasm to everyone
they touch, beginning with the
members at the first meeting in
October.
The recent February meeting
showed 50 active members, two
in-active members and one life
member. Active membership
dues are $3.00 from April to April,
and the member supports the Auxiliary with time and talent.
An inactive membership is
$10.00 per year, and your name is
on the roll, and you support the
group with these funds.
Edith Garrison is the only life
member. These dues are set at

6100, and she also works in the gift
shop.
Ruth Eversmeyer is head of all
Volunteer Services, and also
buyer and co-ordinator for the gift
shop. Officers for the Auxiliary
are: President, Marcia Dillon;
president-elect, Evelyn Wallis;
second vice president, Odelle
Vance; secretary, Hazel Tarry;
treasurer, Barbara Brandon.
The purpose of the Auxiliary is
to promote and advance the
welfare of the Hospital and the
people it serves through
guidelines approved by the Administrative Board of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Areas of in-service where the
volunteers work are: long term

•

Bogal-Allbritten wedding planned March 6
Dr. Rosemarie Bogal
and Dr. William (Bill)
Lee Allbritten will be
married Saturday,
March 6, at 2 p.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
The Rev. Benjamin
I othPr of St. Leo's

has been employed since
1975 at Murray State
University. He is director
of Counseling and Testing
Center, Learning Center,
Allbritten, son of Dr. and associate professor
Bogal, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Bogal and Mrs. Leo T. Allbrit- of Guidance and Counselof Chicago, Ill., has been ten of Natchitoches, La., ing.
Church and the Rev.
David Robinson of St.
John's Episcopal Church
will officiate.

employed since 1977 as
assistant professor in the
Division of Social Work at
Murray State University.

Mock jury trial presentation given by students
Wheeler of Bowling
Green and the late Mr.
Wheeler, and of Minnie
Medlin of Durham, N. C.,
and the late 0. C. Medlin.
Medlin, a graduate of
Centre. &Ugh School, Columbia, received a B. A.
from Lambuth College,
Jackson, and a M. A.
from St. John's College,
Annapolis, Md.

Janet Lynn Phelps
He served as president
of Alpha Xi Chapter of
Lambda Iota Tau
honorary literary society,
editor of "Coffeehouse
Papers," campus
literary magazine; and
Campus Congregation
Council member. He is an
instructor of English at
Dyersburg State Community College,

Dyersburg,Tenn.
The wedding will be
solemnized Saturday,
March 13, at 2 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church, Covington. A
reception will follow at
church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

The program dealt with
A mock presentation of
a trial by jury was a trial for a criminal offeatured at meeting Jan. fense. It was presented
27 of Calloway County by Phil Orr, Terry Cain,
Terry Bourland, Teresa
High School Chapter of Jones, Sherry Newsome,
Future Business Leaders Patrice Fleming and Bob
Waters, business law
of America.

students.
Carla Barnett, president, presided. Chapter
service projects for
January and February
were discussed. The
group was to sell and

deliver "Heart-A Grams" with proceeds
going to state FBLA
scholarship fund.
Plans for national
FBLA Week, Feb. 7-13,
were announced.

Dental treatment needed
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Grandson wants Grandpa's help
while in prison on murder charge
DEAR ABBY: I am a
24-year-old male, in jail,
facing charges of firstdegree murder. I was my
grandfather's favorite
grandchild. In fact I was
named for him. He is 97
years old, and he doesn't
know where I am because
my mother and her
brothers do not want to
tell him. They say it
would break his heart.
I think he should be
told. For one thing, I
could use his help financially. My lawyer plans to
have me out in seven
years, but by that time
my grandfather will probably be dead. I think the
reel reason my mother
and her brothers don't
want to tell Grandpa is
because they're afraid he
will sell some of his land
to help me, which will
mean less for them after
he dies. I feel very bitter
about this.
Don't you think my
grandfather should be
told?
BITTER
DEAR BITTER: I can
understand your
mother's and her
brothers' desire to protect their elderly father
from heartbreaking
news, but I have strong
feelings against
withholding information
from a competent adult in
order to "protect" him.
However, until I know the
facts concerning your
family's motivation and
Grandpa's condition, it's
not possible to make a
valid judgment.

ing crazy with this problem. I have two kids, 7
and 1-2. Both of them
were breast-fed and
given lots of love, but we
ended up with a couple of
thumb-suckers. Where
have we failed? Is it
hereditary, or what? The
older one has outgrown
the habit, but I still find
her with her thumb in her
mouth when she sleeps.
It's the younger one I'm
worried about.
He keeps his thumb in
his mouth all the time, except when he eats or
cries. It is really maddening to see him with his
thumb constantly in his
mouth. I tried applying
bitter-tasting medicine
on his thumb, but he got
accustomed to it and
sucks his thumb anyway.
I even made a pair of
gloves, but his hands are
so small and flexible, it's
only a matter of time
before he frees his thumb
and sucks it.
If I scold him, he goes
and hide so he can suck
his thumb. I am sick and
tired of this tug-of-war
with him. My pediatrician is no help. He says
leave hirwalone. I have
no one to turn to but you.
Abby, if you can't find a
solution, ask your
readers if they know of a
foolproof, tamperproof
device to keep a child's
thumb out of his mouth.
GOING CRAZY
DEAR GOING: Most
little ones suck their
thumbs because it comforts them when they're
•••
lonely, bored. hungry or
DEAR ABBY: lam go- tired. My experts tell me

Annie Willis receives
Valentine from class
Annie Willis, a resident
of Fern Terrace Lodge,
was awarded 1981-82
DECA Valentine by
Marketing and
Distributive Education
Class of DECA Club of
Murray Vocational
School.
The award was
presented by Chuck
Storey and Rhonda Cook
for the class on Saturday,
Feb. 13, at lodge. Willis
will observe her 102nd
birthday on March 1. She
has been resoling at Fern
Terrace for the past

seven years.
Willis was presented a
Valentine card, rose-stick
pin, a stuffed teddy bear
and a box of candy.
Lodge officials expressed appreciation to class
members, for this community involvement.
Don Darden, teacher,
said the class is studying
various areas of
marketing and retailing
and as a part of their
training to become future
.iriarketing leaders are involved in many such cornin unity projects.

The Canaanite dog, native to Israel's Negev
Desert, has a unique kidney system that allows it to
endure dry, lint china ics ImAter than any other dog
in el, aprkl.

r

that it is harmless —
unless they suck_ao
vigorously that they
create a malformation of
the mouth which later
causes crooked teeth.
Your tug-of-war battles
with the boy could do him
more harm than his
thumb-sucking. Your
pediatrician gave you
good advice. Leave him
alone. But check regularly with a dentist for his
advice.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Please,
please, put this valuable
warning in your widely
read column: If you(man
or woman — but especially a woman) come home
to find your door unlocked, don't just assume that
you forgot to lock it and
enter the house alone. Get
someone (a police officer) to escort you into
the house to be sure
nobody is inside.
I foolishly entered my
unlocked home, thinking
I had forgotten to lock the
door, and I surprised a
burglar inside. I was badly beaten and would have
been raped had it not
been for a neighbor who
innocently rang my
doorbell and scared the
man out the back door.
STILL IN SHOCK
DEAR STILL: Thank
you for a tip that could
benefit many.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Most
people, upon being introduced to someone, will
say, "I am very pleased
to meet you," or words to
that effect. When parting,
these sairst—indlvidua Is

By Abigail Van Buren
will probably say,"I hope
we meet again."
I realize these
statements are merely a
part of our social ritual
and make us feel more
comfortable than enduring total silence.
However, these
statements are usually
phony, hypocritical and
even downright lies.
Do you have some
recommended
replacements?
A MEETER OF
PEOPLE
DEAR MEETER: If
your commitment to total
integrity does not permit
you to utter anything that
is not absolutely sincere,
upon being introduced to
someone whom you are
not particularly pleased
to meet, simply say
"Hello."
And when you depart,
with no desire to see that
person again, say
"Goodbye."
..•
CONFIDENTIAL TO
"FAMILY FEUD" IN
MIDLAND, TEXAS:
Heed the wise words of
Thomas Mann: "Speech
is civilization itself. The
word — even the most
contradictory word —
preserves contact. It is
silence which isolates."

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am.
almost 18 years old and I
have a boyfriend who I don't
get to see very often. My
dentist says that I suffer
from gum disease. My problem is that I don't seem to
find a way to hide my bad
breath, which is extremely
embarrassing. I brush my
teeth three or four times a
day. I get awfully tired of
chewing gum and using bad
breath protection remedies.
Is there any solution to this
burden that I have to worry
about when I am in public?
I'd really appreciate some
advice because I'm at a
stage right now where I
would even break my dates
rather than be in an embarrassing situation.
DEAR READER — One
cause for bad breath is dental disease. And regardless
of how often or how well you
brush your teeth if you have
infected pockets around the
roots of your teeth (pyorrhea
or peridontoclasia) you will
not be able to eliminate the
odor. You need dental treatments for this directed
toward eliminating the

infected or diseased areas.
I'm not sure why your
dentist has not been able to
help you with this. Meanwhile, you may get some aid
from strict dental hygiene,
dental flossing and being
sure your diet contains adequate amounts of calcium
(to help the bone around the
infected area form) and lots
of vitamin C, 500 mg a day
at a minimum. I presume
you do not smoke. If you do,
stop. This will not replace
needed dental treatments
but may help speed things
along for you.
If your dental problem is
under control enough that
you really have another
cause for your bad breath,
then you need to see an ear,
nose and throat specialist
for possible sinus infections
and possibly an internist to
be sure you don't have an
underlying medical problem
causing the disorder.
People with enlarged
bronchial tubes that collect
secretions have halitosis and
so do people who have food
trapped in the lower esophagus that doesn't enter the
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The ionized (free) calcium
activates muscular contractions. Your arteries contain
a layer of special muscles.
The calcium interacts in the
chemical process to induce
these muscles to contract.
Sometimes the muscles

overcontract or go into
spasm. When this happen$ in
a coronary artery to the
heart the arterial spasm
prevents adequate blood
flow. The calcium blockers
you have read about are! to
prevent the spasm and
maintain the opening in Ike
arteries. This is unrelated to
the calcium you get in ytour
diet.
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Your body will endeavor
to maintain a constant calcium level in your blood
regardless of whether you
get enough or more than
enough calcium in your diet.
The calcium for this will be
taken from your bones if you
don't provide it in your diet.
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stomach. And dieting that
causes ketosis causes a bad
breath.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 9-4,
Halitosis: The Breath Problem and What to Do About
It. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Would you please explain
calcium blockers in connection with coronary artery
blockages? Does any of the
calcium that is recommended for the elderly to supplement their diet to prevent
softening of the bones accumulate in the arteries? One
article I read said the heart
needed calcium.
DEAR READER — Calcium ions are essential to
muscle contraction and
other muscle and nerve

After you've moved in,
call WELCOME WAGON°
After-move problems soon disappear with a
WELCOME WAGON visit. It's a special treat that
-Provides you with gifts of welcome, invitations
from local businesses you can redeem for more
gifts and lots of helpful information.
Relax after the move, you've earned it. Relax
with a WELCOME WAGON visit and a friendly
greeting We're glad you're our new neighbor.
Call me to arrange a convenient time for my
visit I'm looking forward to meeting you.
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Tennessee lawmakers taking
closer look atjobless fund bill

Murray State University Graduate Assistant Mike Massey (left) and District Biologist Vernon Anderson of
the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources complete identification of a giant Canada goose for
a cooperative research project. Biologists at TVA's Land Between The Lakes and Murray State University
are asking that hunters who have killed geese with collars(pictured abovel or leg bands, contact them at
TVA,Land Between The Lakes,Golden Pond,Kentucky 42231, telephone 502-924-5602, extension 235.
The collars and bands are being used to study the movement and survival of giant Canada geese and this information is critical to the success of the project.
TVA Photo)

Auto dealer licenses approved
Howard Auto Sales of wholesale licenses
meeting to answer questions about their applicaIn addition, the board
tions. They are Almo asked four applicants to
Auto Sales of Almo, J & D appear at the next board
Motors of Almo, J & J Murray. The request was
Motors of Murray and for a location change for
The board denied an Thweatt's Motor Sales of the existing retail
The applicant for Jim
Fain Motors Inc. of Mur- application to Carl Almo. All had applied for business.

The Motor Vehicle
Dealer Board recently
approved two applications for auto dealer
licenses in Calloway
County and denied one.

ray will receive a license
to relocate his retail
business. The applicant
for Nubbin's Auto Shop
will receive a new
wholesale license.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Before bailing
out Tennessee's sinking
unemployment cornpensation fund, lawmakers
in both chambers say
they want to take a closer
look at legislation that
could cost employers up
to $72.3 million a year.
House Speaker Ned
Ray McWherter made a
rare appearance at the
House Finance Committee meeting Tuesday to
ask the panel to delay
voting for two weeks on a
measure by Rep. James
Hudson, R-Knoxville.
And in the A Senate
Finance Committee, Sen.
Tommy Burks, D Monterey, and others put
off for a week consideration of the Senate version
of the measure, sponsored by Senate Minority
Leader Tom Garland, RGreeneville.
Because Tennessee's
10.4 percent unemployment rate is causing a
tremendous drain on the
unemployment compensation trust fund,state officials say more money
must be collected. The
fund is generated by a tax
employers pay on the
first $6,000 each of their
employees earns.
Hudson said the fund
could go broke next year
because it's paying out

more than it's taking in. spread over the
For example, he said he businesses and small corexpects the fund to pay porate structures. Some
$84 million in the first type of bill needs to be
quarter of 1982, while col- passed — a responsible
lecting only $21 million.
bill.
"There must be an
Employment Security
Commissioner Robert Bi- alternative that rewards
ble told the Senate panel those people who have
that the tax rate each stable employment in the
employer pays varies ac- state and penalize those
cording to the amount of that are seasonal,"
compensation benefits McWherter said.
The speaker suggested
the state must award
that
the committee conbecause of layoffs and firings by that particular duct a special meeting to
deal with no other
employer.
measure but the compenUnder the proposed sation bill.
legislation, the tax would
Meanwhile, the Senate
increase by a statewide Government Committee
average of 18 percent per delayed a vote for a week
employer as long as the on legislation permitting
trust fund remains above a local option 1-cent per
the $100 million level. But gallon gasoline tax to
if it dips lower, the tax fund financially ailing
would rise to 36 percent.
mass transit systems.
At the greater percenBut before the bill was
tage, McWherter said deferred, amendments
businesses across the were added to eliminate
state would be paying an diesel fuel and to require
additional $72.3 million a referendum in either
into the fund annually. the county or city where a
The Dresden Democrat transit system operates.
noted that the 2-cent per The House-passed vergallon increase in the sion of the bill would restate fuel tax, which was quire a countywide
approved last year after referendum.
considerable debate,
Although there is opraised $85 million.
position, the bill's spon"The gas tax was sor, Sen. Leonard Dunaspread out over the entire vant, R-Millington, said
community in this state," he thinks it will clear the
he said. "This will be committee.

"We'll either have to
fight the battle out in the
House or a conference
committee because I'm
not going to yield that
the option to have a city
referendum) if we pass
the bill in the Senate,"
Dunavant said. "I will not
go for countywide in the
Senate. I will not yield."
The bill applies only to
counties that have transit
systems. Many local
transit systems are hurting financially because
the federal government
has stopped providing
grants for operating expenses.
In other action:
—The House Finance
Committee voted to extend Tennessee's 41
/
2 percent state sales tax for
the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1983. The
measure, which was approved 29-0 by the Senate
last Thursday, now goes
to the House Calender
Committee.
—The House Transportation Committee approved a bill to create a 2,300mile Tennessee Parkway
System and allow the
governor to select one
person from each congressional district to sit
on the oversight board. It
was sent to the House
Finance Committee.
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r Introducingsugarfree Sprite in 2-liter plastic bottles.
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Here's a great new way to enjoy the crisp, lemon-lime taste of sugar free Sprite. In lightweight 2-liter plastic bottles.
They're easy to handle. Easy to dispose of, too. And each 2-liter bottle holds a big 5 percent more than a half gallon.
So next time you shop, pick up Sugar Free Sprite in the handy 2-liter bottle. You'll go for it...in a big way.
When you're reochin' for more...reach for Sprite. Enjoy Sugar Free Sprite.
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Vidal
Sassoon regular,
Finishing entre protective
Rinse $168
Vaseline
Intensive
Care Lotion

as

„Women's,Sportswear

4¼ el

78

2

with reflector

$449

2

c..ive '5

Gerber

Sneakers
For .
Children
Only $1
169

-

Price
Sizes 2-9

•

sun

-•

CorreCtii'
Laxative
Tablas
Ms modem.**$
Isle**
30 tablets Sao

Boy's Rubber
Boots

Selsun Blue
Dandruff
Shampoo
dry, normal, cat
7 oz. kettle

heir
4 sz.69114

Sale

$598
Only

•

".

On Sale for

s eta,
- Electric
"Hydro-Lax"
Foot Massager
refresh year tired het fed
legs, use with et witheat water
Ns. 752-01 Sale

Nevco
Electric
Hot Pot

On Sale for

•

Accent
No-Drip

$1 697

Latex
Wall
Paint

"by Neonate"
with ea* daisy,
Iowa green, or cocoa brews color.
Size 17Y:"x 231
/
2

$31 9

4 caps U.L. approved
asserted colors
Meal for hese or office

$888

Specials From Uncle Jeff's
Hardware and
Automotive Dept

-

Astroturf
Door Mat

2151

4788

Sizes 8-14

w.5

24

••'• -

Sizes 12-6

Aqui!
Fresh
Toot

4

Sizes 4-7
•

68

"

stinnslonts, 12 hoer $
appetite control
formula
20 capsules Silo

Fashion Jeans

, AntacidAnti-Ges
eerier or leases/ orange
lin,Sipa 10 tablets.
$1
Sae Year Choice
.
1

68

soh
$ 497
Control
Appetite
Control
Ns caffeine, noCapsules

Boy's

Brown Lace-ups

$228

Di-Gel
Tablets

Base
Pecan

7 inch
Paint
Pan
Roller
Set
1 87

Reg $2.49

No. DM-33 Selo

Sale
_Nutcracker_
•
.
•..

•
•
•
.**I

0

#'...rn %-...
..,2 4.'
:
.-..:f.‘1•!:
•.TZ:t

12 Si. can

Tucker
Plastic
Heavy
Duty
Waste Basket

44 41.

$088
7

Sale

Grecian.
foram
For MoI
irededy shape
,nrit
hair te mehrld 1Wiliel
41P

1461
orAorore
Sg
.
4111
"

•

Sizes 30-42

By Stonewear

Hilco Oil
Lamp

3 on. Pies

Sole

Infant &
Toddler
Clothing

Clairol Final
Net Invisable
Hair Net

ropier, menthol, apple,
moilketed
Ilez. can
Sole

Gratis*daps
try ha a
anwaHakas cola

za

Choice of Solid
Navy, Brown or Camel
Reg. $14.99

By Wrangler
Pants, Jeans, Blouses
Shorts & Pull Over Tops
$799
/
& Up

Old Spice After
Shave Lotion

Colgate
Instant Shave

12" pewter fisish
No. N-4031

0

Slacks

-

New Arrivals For
Spring & Summer

Sale

t

I
•

__Men's Dress

ropier, herbal,
mars streegth
11 ex. bottle

-•••••••••

.
p
•
N

Nut Cracker
Salted
Mixed Nuts
$ 57

Heavy Duty

Steel
Shelving

Dozey
Electric
Can Opener
knife sharpener
beg opener, megaetk
lid lifter, seep kW.
remeveble lever
Model CI-2

$995

geW, checelete, shooed

Ile 1070 Sale$299

Gulf
10 W 40

12X36X3T
to 60 inch
Adjustable
Height

Motor Oil

.000
Ss 1

89c

Sole

Premium

Sole

-
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Prices Good Wed.
Feb. 10 thru Tues.
Feb. 16

TOTAL VALUE MC
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Southside S. 12th
7:00-10:00 Mon.-Sat..
11:00-7:00 Sun.
Northside Chestnut St.
6:00-10:00 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

SALAD DRESSING
Generic Label

Three Ways To Save You Money!
JFG
egidng
5a
131
Compare:

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

ook tor the RED TAG They indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the hare bone to save you money
eve•yday

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG
These are our weekly advertised
specials we continue to bring you
super savings each week

BONUS
BUYS

Kraft SI 49

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous

Limit

buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money.

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

One With $10.00 Or More Purchase

Bonus Buys
Big Chief• Big 2 lb.• Sore Up to 24C

Peanut Butter
20C Off Label• Soy* Up to 25c

Ivory Liquid
Idahoan • so.. Up to 10c
— EVERYDAY LOW PRICE -

Chicken of Sea • 6

O.

Instant Potatoes

20z. 231

Martha Whit.• Soso UP to 20C

Flour

5 Lb.

Pure Vegetable Shortening

Pine Power

$279

2 Lb. Bag • sa.. up to 204

120z.•Save Up to 20C

$1 29

Totino Pizza

sql9

Banquet• Whole

Fried Chicken

Macaroni

or Long or Thin
Elbow
Teich*•II Oz.•us...Up to 69C

$1 29

IGA "Sno-Kreem"• Big 3Lb. Con • Comport.: Crisco $2.49

•••••••

220z.

Red Cross•2 Lbs.•so.. up to as<

Spaghetti

2

Chicken Noodle Soup

3

19

99c

For 694

Farmer's Delito•2 Lbs.•inv. Up to 30C

591
791

Crinkle Cut Potatoes
Northern Beans

974

Dak • 120z.• Compare: Spam $1.59

Luncheon Meat

211.

Campbell.- 101
2 Oz.•sewn Up to 16c
/

$

— BONUS BUY

00
For $

Golden • 303 Cali

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

HUNT'
)No Frills Label...
...No Frills Price.

Warehouse
Prices

SAUSAGE

PEACHES
22 SIZE CAN
Reg. $1.03
"Save 24

Generics
Generic Label
lek

Generic Label

Cauliflower

4 Oz.• Compar•: Starkist $1.09
1
6/

$J799
;

Large Head

16 01. Ba
Lbg
.

$119
3
79

Ea.

99;

Fresh

Grated Tuna

Mushrooms

POTATOES

8 Oz. Cup

Fresh

Slaw Mix

Grape Juice

Fresh

Turnips

Generic Label
25 Pounds• Compare: Trailblazer $4.39

Fresh

Dog Food

Pineapples

Generic Label
1 Lb. Bag• Compere. Folgstr s $2 39

Texas
$1

Oranges

Coffee

5 Lb. Bag

59

Troy Pak

Generic Label
1 Lb. Quarters• Compere: Porky,73c

Margarine

Red Tomatoes...pkg.a am

$

la For I

3 Lb

794

Bog

BliggY Bingo

YELLOW

"EEPRIzER
ItIDAifa
1
"
FEB. 26

_

y

a 27, on

6 p.m.
ADAMS LETS
JIM
AT NEIGHBORS. OUR
CHEERY SMILE
THE WARM YOU'RE AMONGHAND WITH EACH
HELPING
SMILE AT
YOU KNOW
EXTENDS A STORES SEEM TO
ST AFF
OUR
FLOORS AND
SPOTLESS
HELLO" EVEN
THEIR
YOU WITH
AISLES.
CLEAN
WHERE TV-iE
SHOP
RATHER
A
WRAPPED UP IN
WOULDN'T YOU
ALL
SAVINGS COM
SMILE?
NICE, WARM

Easy to Win
—Easy to Play —
— Grab a Buggy —
If Your Number is Called

rinsu
I

YOU WIN!

i

All Vorleties
Botty Crocker •6 Oa

Hamburger Helper

For

Chicken • Sellasury •Turkey
Banquet• 1601.

Man Pleaser Dinner

With TIO. Co....

WM,MI. Cowper,

Limit
iii
i
limit 1 per family Coupon expires March 2,
1902
NR
611 iiil
No.11;
55
7

....20Off4

1

per family Coupon expires March 2
JA

1.111111 MINIM
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Don't Forget

IT'S THE TOTAL
ON THE
TAPE THAliShoPpersSINeli:me
OUNTS I

To Play.

BANKROLL

Quantity Rights Reserved

We Reserve the Right To
.orrect Printing Errors

00
0
Have YOE"
FREE CASH
Card Pun( bell
To Be

ou Must

400 At

Eligible to

Northside

Win'
•

12

U.S. Choice

YOU'LL SAVE MORE
ON YOUR TOTAL
GROCERY TAPE —

U S CHOICE

IOWA
GRAIN FED
BEEF

TOTAL VALUE
PRICES!

QUALITY

Save Up to eV
liroit Two

WHOLE
32 Ounce

Duncan Hinges•sow isc

Brownie Mix

MAZOLA

$ 1 39

230z.

OIL

re-Ida Shredded•sew 20S

Hash Browns

240z. 991

Nees Pak•10 Ct.•sew.lee

rash Bags

,

Laundry • 25C Off Label•Savo Up to 35C

Pyrex Detergent

994

$ 19

72 Oz.2

U.S. Choice • Lean Beef
BONELESS

Del Monte •se•• up to Isc• Cut Green

030309
;
Beans or Sweet Peas ...Le For 7

U.S. Choice•Iowa Grain Fed
BONELESS • Microwave Cut

Stew Meats

lb

U.S. Choice•Iowa Grain Fed
BONELESS• Fine for Broiling

8 PK. 160Z.
DIET OR REG.

DR. PEPPER

Chef Roast

$ 1 89
Lb.

Chef Steak

1 Lb. Quarters

$ 1 89

Lb.$ 1 79

U.S. Choice • Iowa Grain Fed
BONELESS• Excellent Steak or Roast

BLUE BONNET
U.S Choice • Iowa Grain Fed
Shoulder Cut • Family Pak

MARGARINE

U.S Choice • Iowa Groin Fed

BONELESS CHUCK

BONELESS

ROAST

SAVOY STEAK

Save Up to 30c
Limit Two

Oscar Mayer Meat or Beef

Wieners

Lb. $I 29

Boneless Shoulder

Field's

. oast

Lb.$1 79

Cotto Salami, P and P Loot

Canned Ham

Liver Cheese
Sliced

Ea $699

Reelfoot's

Pork Liver
Extra Lean
i1

Ground Chuck

VAilormitzirq

Lb.

Hams

CATCH-O-DEEP FISH SALE

CORN MEAL MIX

During The Jim Adams
— TREASURE ISLE —
Plain or Self-Rising • 5 Lb Bag

MARTHA WHITE

REFUND FORMS AND FREE RECIPE FOLDERS AVAILABLE
AT SPECIAL DISPLAVS OF:
•

MEAL
Mir

Fresh

(t'lla11.1r1

@Nees
,
LAP'

Catfish

Cod Portions

Form Fed
Ur nation
(imam
'HOT COCOAAIIX

All %/oriel:its
lofty Crockor

Coke Mix

4
hot.100.I

WAFFLE
SYRUP

limit 1 per family

Fresh

•?-‘‘t,

Catfish

PANCAKE
MIX

1982
NR 876

907

Sea • 16 Oz.

lb
-

81

WY AVAILABLE-- t

•

...
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Maness rites
in chapel
Services for Miss
Bridgette Faye Maness
were today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Pallbearers were Randy Hill, Lynn Hill, Van
Sireks, LeRoy Gamble,
Russell Maness and John
David Maness. Burial
was in Temple Hill
Cemetery.

Two men
sentenced
LONDON, Ky.(AP) —
U.S. District Judge
Eugene Slier Jr. has
sentenced Thomas
Baker, 34, of McKee, and
Armps Shelton, 25, of
East Bernstadt, to one
year in prison for interferring with a federal
surface mining inspector.
Both men pleaded guilty and Siler handed down
the sentences Monday.
The sentences,six months of which were
suspended, will be followed by five years' probation.

Ashland man to oversee case

Names in the news
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— He may always be second in command to
Johnny Carson, but in the
California Air National
Guard, announcer Ed
McMahon is one of the
brass.
McMahon, best known
for his nearly 20-year
stint on "The Tonight
Show Starring Johnny
Carson," was named a
brigadier general Tuesday and honored for "his
continuous support and
commitment to this nation's armed forces,"
said spokesman Steve
Miller.
The 58-year-old announcer was commissioned by Maj. Gen. Frank J.
Schober, commanding
general of California
state military forces, in a
ceremony attended by
state and national
military figures.
McMahon, a retired
U.S. Marine Corps colonel who was a fighter
pilot in World War II and
in Korea, said he was
"extremely proud" of the
honor, Miller said.

The commission was
made by order of Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr.
and the state adjutant
general.
--CARSON CITY, Nev.
(AP) — When a 32-yearold local pharmacist filed
as a candidate for the
Nevada state Assembly,
the name had a certain
ring to it.
John Quincy Adams,
direct descendant of two
American presidents,
said he picked Tuesday to
file because it marks the
date in 1648 that a more
famous John Quincy
Adams died of a stroke in
the House of Representatives, where he served
for 17 years after his term
as president.
Adams, a Republican,
described himself as a
states' rights advocate —
a far cry from the
federalist views held by
John Adams, the nation's
second president, and
John Quincy Adams, the
sixth president.
--KUWAIT (AP) —

CLEVELAND (AP) —
Federal Judge Thomas
D. Lambros said that an
Ashland, Ky., lawyer and
accountant, Harold E.
Kelley, has been approved by plaintiffs and defendants to oversee implementation of the landmark settlement in a
supermarket price-fixing
case.
Kelley will be a watchdog for at least the initial phases of the sevenyear-long implementation program, Lam bros
said.
In civil cases, the
defendant firms agreed
to pay $20 million in
coupons for food or in
food for charities, plus
administrative eosts to
distribute coupons to one
million families in the
Greater Cleveland area.
In a companion
criminal price-fixing
case brought by the
government, Lambros
allowed the defendants to

Reports have circulated
in the Egyptian press that
Farah Diba, widow of the
former Shah of Iran,
planned to be wed again,
this time to one of the late
monarch's top air force
men.
But sources close to her
were quoted Tuesday as
denying the reports.
"There is no truth at all
to these reports," a
source was quoted as saying by the Kuwaiti
newspaper Al-Siyassah.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Coretta Scott King says
Congress needs to
establish a national holiday to catch up with the
people who already
celebrate Jan. 15 as the
anniversary of the birth
of her slain husband.
The widow of the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr.
appeared Tuesday before
the House Post Office and
Civil Service subcommittee. She said 18 states
and many major cities
already honor King on
Jan. 15.

LULLABY? — Mrs. Bud Alber, of Morrison,
Iowa, rehearses with the Great River-bend
Metropolitan Concert Band in Clinton,Iowa. Her 11month-old daughter Amy,whom Mrs. Alber usually
brings along with her,seems mightily unimpressed
by all the toot-tooting going on around her; or
perhaps it's just a reaction to the soft strains that
her mother plays on her clarinet.
(AP Laserphota)

Ago

Man arrested,
indicted
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — An employee of a
Hopkinsville plumbing
firm has been indicted in
the deaths of a man and
woman whose bound and
beaten bodies were found
in a burning house.
Indictments were
returned Monday by a
Christian County grand
jury against James
Malcolm Tuggle Jr., 29.
He was held in the Christian County Jail under
$200,000 bond.
Tuggle was arrested
Saturday night at a
Hopkinsville night spot,
police said.
The bodies of Leonard
Thomas Burke, 37, and
Ruth Anne Ricchuite, 29,
were found Jan. 2 by
firefighters at Burke's
burning home in the affluent Great Oaks subdivision.
Autopsies showed that
Burke had a fractured
skull, but died of smoke
inhalation, and that Ms.
Ricchuite died of multiple
skull fractures.
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ramps of developers cofferdam filled the lake
decide not to. He was also briefly to one-third
told Tuesday that the seasonal pool, according
number of boat ramps to a spokesman for
and their locations will be Taylorsville Lake
decided by a committee Visitors Center, inof which Smith is a dicating how rapidly the
member. That assurance_ lake could be filled,
came from members of-: depending on rainfall
the Capital Construction amounts.
After Smith's meeting
and Equipment Purchase
with Commerce officials
Oversight Committee.
Despite the assurances, Tom Grissom and Bill
Smith said he wants the Cull, the legislator was
General Assembly to ap- told they could not
propriate funds to make guarantee that a certain
certain the ramps are number of boat ramps
would be built. The decibuilt.
"I guess what I want is sion would have to be
a guarantee,"said Smith, made by a 10-man comwhose district includes mittee composed of state
Spencer County, in which officials and development
nearly all of the lake will experts.
be formed. Small fingers
Private developers who
of the lake will reach into would build marinas,
Nelson and Anderson lodging and other
facilities at the lake are
counties.
The lake will be formed also to be chosen by the
when Salt River is im- committee.
State economic pounded beginning next
January. Chuck development bonds will
Schumann of the Corps of be used to finance
Engineers' Louisville developments, to be paid
district said "a full off by lease payments
recreation season may be from the developers, and
later, but the first year of perhaps with fees chargimpoundment will still be ed for use of public
the first recreation facilities.
Smith argued that
season and that will be in
198.1, although there will private developers are
still be some road con- not going to build boat
ramps that don't earn
struction going on."
After recent heavy money. The state conrains this winter, water tends it doesn't have the
held back by a permanent money to build facilities

such as those at other
lakes also built by the
Corps of Engineers.
Cull and Grissom said
they would try to make
developers include boat
ramps as part of a
development package.
If that doesn't work,
they said, the Commerce
Department could
finance the ramps, using
money the legislature has
already appropriated for
retirement of some
economic-development
bonds.
The state has spent
$643,000 for a 100-car
parking lot and adjacent
recreational property
and for half the cost of a
boat ramp.
Corps officials and six
of the committee's 10
members toured the proposed site of the ramp
Tuesday and also viewed
the Salt River valley
where the lake will be
formed.
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Your discount parts supermart
,..,
4ALL: ..,'
tow4 •in
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19.95
Master cylinder

39.

Remanufactured for most
domestic cars. Price with
exchange.

Electronic
ignition module

".6: 1j

Carburetor kits

Premium parts at Auto
Shack's low prices.

Improve your gas mileage
and engine performance at
Auto Shack.

CH
Bata
openti
mem!
Deski
Emer
4.1LU:,"dQ41
klotnease

For Inferniatien
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Call

753-8856

Oil filters
Original equipment
Motorcraft or AC oil
filters. Limit 2 each.

Burglar alarm
me new keyless sensor alarm

STP gas treatment
12-oz. bottles. Limit 2.
STP oil treatment
15-oz. cans. Limit 2.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
#340
#3130

#370

If You Need To Remodel
Check With Us
We Have Easy Terms And Low Interest Rates
*Vinyls *Wallpaper *Paint
*Carpets *Window Treatment

Car mirrors
Your choice of
replacement car mirrors
by Roberk. Buy now and
save at Auto Shack.

Digital auto clock
Put time where you want
it Digital readout by
Sparkomatic.

Transmission filters
Eliminate transmission
trouble. For most

Windshield washer
solvent
Ready to use solvent
comes in one gallon
jug Limit 2.

Filler funnel
Handy long neck funnel
for those hard to reach
places. Limit 2.

Pyroil power
steering fluid
Buy now and save in
12-oz cans Limit 2
please

domestic Cars.

Booster cables
12-ft. 100% solid copper
booster cables with
shock-tree clamps. Buy
now and save.

Carpet Sale
s8.95-90.95-9 1.95-93.95

Up To $3.00 A Yard
We Do Install

Any remanufactured part purchased from AUTO SHACK will be rep/aced for a period of one year from date of purchase if under normal
conditions it falls to give satisfactory service.

ROLLS OF
DECORATING
INSPIRATION
Pre-Pasted
Strippable
Wall Paper

Ad prices not good for foxproott parts_ *. Ad prices good thru Sunday

uto

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, MY

La.*

753-8971
Per Double Roll
La owo Available

712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

644-9588

•

!re-~Posoo,
,Apo;

Spark plug cleaner
Removes carbon and
deposits. Cleans any
plug in minutes.

Open every Sunday

Viso-Mastercard

CM/ hidliii

,

-r •
•••
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Lawmaker seeks boatramp funds
TAYLORSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The state Sikorsky helicopter buzzed
Spencer County and other
sections of north central
Kentucky Tuesday, but it
wasn't Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. sight-seeing on
a nice day. It was Rep.
Frank, Smith, DShepherdsville, trying to
figure out how to get boat
ramps for TaylorsvWe
Lake.
The 3,050-acre lake,
that will be open for its
first recreational season
in the spring of 1983, will
have just one boat ramp
unless private developers
or the state come up with
the funds to build more.
State Commerc-e
Cabinet officials tried to
assure Smith that the
state can pay for the

plead no contest, fined
them a total of $5 million
and made them pay court
costs. The fine was reduced to $2 million.
Kelley has served
terms on the Kentucky
Public Service Commission and the Kentucky
State Racing Commission. Lambros appointed
him as court economic
adviser last October to
handle the complex task
of sorting out claims in
the civil cases.
"I wanted to select an
individual totally detached from the northeastern
Ohio area to avoid any
possible conflicts with
respect to associations,"
Lambros said of the offer
to Kelley.
The settlement came in
three suits brought by the
Ohio Public Interest
Campaign and two individuals representing
other classes of consumers against the three
chains.
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Boxers flock to Murray club
to relocate," Latimer ex- on a small mechanical
box. A bell rings. Tempo
plained.
But his determination, picks up.
Heavy bags thump,
plus that of his pugilism
partner, David Rogers, thump, ropes skip, young
muscles strain, train,
remains undaunted.
"We've come this far breath comes quicker
and we're not about to and three minutes later a
By JIM RECTOR
give up now. We'll rent buzzer sounds.
Sports Editor
The club owns a ring,
someplace else or find
Stark, naked white
heavy bags, a few
five
someplace that will have
bulbs dangling from the
of gloves, speed
pairs
declared.
he
us,"
ceiling bounce jagged
The same determina- bags and platforms,
shadows off bare brick
tion that's kept Latimer headgear, bell and timer,
- walls.
and Rogers from giving and 42 pairs of new boxLightly dusty air greets
up hope is being passed ing shoes donated by the
visitors entering the
on to the boys becoming Coast Guard unit stationbasement establishment.
ed at Paris Landing,
boxers.
Lens carriers and those
Everybody keeps slug- Tenn.
wearing glasses pause to
A red light pops on. Acging 'til the bell rings, the
wipe the humid film
saying goes. And to main- tivities slow to a crawl.
formed from the diftain the round-by-round Boys rest, but only for a
ference between cold outatmosphere the workouts moment before the green
doors and body heat inare structured around light appears again. The
side.
bell sounds.
intervals.
three-minute
20
to
Sixteen
shadowHEAVY BAGGER — Shane Guthrie absorbs a blow with the heavy bag
"Some of these guys
A green light appears
clad, sweaty figures
while Rodney Key works on his right in a recent workout with the Murray
couldn't even jump rope
Police Boxing Club.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
when they first started,"
Latimer explained. "We
start off each workout
with exercises and stretching, then do jump rope,
shadow boxing, work on
the heavy bags and other
activities," Latimer said.
Latimer and Rogers, a
local businessman and
Kelsch, who has per- forts by the Lady Racers
former boxing instructor
Five Murray State
at Martin, Tenn., begin Universtiy seniors who formed in all but seven this season.
Mina Todd scored a
each promising fighter on have combined to score games in her four seasons
the basic, bottom line over 2600 points will end with the Lady Racers, career-high 26 points as
techniques — jabs, their careers as the Lady has totalled 609 points the Lady Racers defeated
crosses, hooks, footwork. Racer's 1981-82 schedule and owns a 6.1 career Kentucky Wesleyan 82-75
Ring sparing is an- concludes with outings scoring average. The 5-7 when the teams last met
guard from Augusta, Ky., in mid-December. Todd
ticipated in the near this week.
future.
Bridgette Wyche, has also handed out 258 continues to pace the
Urktil the club was in- Jeanette Rowan, Marla assists for a 2.6 per game Lady Racers with a 14.5
scoring average while
form d of the possible Kelsch, Kim Morris and average.
Morris has been a part- Oakley is Murray's top
, the Flag- was Shelly Steinkoenig end
mov,
sched led for erection their basketball playing time starter and top rebounder, averaging 9.3
onth. Now, the days as the Lady Racers reserve for the Lady boards per game.
this
woode1 structure may re- host Tennessee-Martin Racers while compiling
Freshman forward
main ii mothballs until Thursday (Feb. 25) and 237 points and 89 assists Sharon Cooper was
anothe more permanent finish the current cam- in four years. The 5-5 awarded Ohio Valley
site can e located.
paign at Kentucky guard from Owensboro, Conference Rookie of the
Sever club members Wesleyan Saturday (Feb,- Ky., has also connected Week honors for her efRogers,
Shane Guthrie, Rodney
structor David
CHARTER MEMBERS — The Murray Police
are rapicly reaching ring 27).
on an outstanding 84.5 per forts last week. Cooper
Key, Billy Phillips, Jim Alexander, Casey Kurth,
Boxing Club has increased its' membership since
potential, but only two
Wyche, the Lady cent of her free throw at- scored 31 points, hitting
Tracy Burkeen, Randy Tidwell, instructor Rick
opening to the public three weeks ago and the early
will be cdmpeting at the Racer's third leading tempts during her career. 14 of 25 field goal atLatimer,(not pictured) Shawn SiMMOIIS and Warmembers include (front row from left) Scott
Steinkoenig joined the tempts 1.560), pulled
next scheduled fight — scorer this season, has
ren Marckowski.
Deshields, Toby Bowker, Brad Schroeder, Chris
the Tennessee Golden produced 831 points in her Lady Racers last season down 12 rebounds and
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Emerson, Jeff Schroeder, (standing from left) inGloves Championships at four years with Murray from the junior -college contributed two blocked
•
Jackson, Tenn., March State for an 8.8 career ranks and has con- shots.
11-13.
average. The 5-9 forward tributed 142 points and
The 1982 Coke Invita- from Hopewell, Va., has 106 rebounds in two
tional lightweight title also grabbed 590 re- seasons. The 6-1 forward
holder Shawn Simmons bounds in her career and form Highland, Il., has
(3-1) will represent the currently is second in played a valuable role as
Murray club along with that category for the 1981- both a part-time starter
and top reserve for the
newcomer Warren Mar- 82 season.
ckowski, an 18-year-old
Rowan has missed just Lady Racers.
The Lady Racers, 6-15
light welterweight who three games in four
from
lives in Paducah, yet seasons while amassing overall and 2-10 in Ohio
travels to Murray three 797 points for a 7.7 career Valley Conference
times a week to train.
average. Rowan, a 5-9 games, have produced
Other boys interested for
from victories earlier this
LEXINGTON, Ky.
in joining the club are Owensboro, Ky., led the season over both of their (AP) — The University of
still invited to do so. Lady Racers in reboun- final two opponents.
Kentucky is seeking to
Diane Oakley scored a host more than the NCAA
Workouts begin at 6 p.m. ding her sophomore
and last one to two hours season and finished se- career-high 32 points and Final Four in 1985.
Traditlisosl CIsthing Fsr Gssrlsissn and Ladles
on Tuesdays and cond in team statistics grabbed 14 rebounds as Wildcat officials want to
•
Thursdays. A minimal two additional years, Murray State outscored host two Final Fours, in
lwalt ,
membership fee is charg- pulling down 740 during Tennessee-Martin 106-80 fact.
in one of two 100-point efed.
her career.
The idea is to lure the
NCAA basketball finals
for men and women to the
same town at the same
time.
"UK is definitely interested in doing that,"
said Sue Feamster,
women's athletics directhe title game (6:30 p.m. and Benton at 8 p.m.
tor at UK and a member
By JIM RECTOR
• • •
Thursday at CCMS).
of the NCAA television
Sports Editor
• • •
committee_ "We intend to
Host Calloway Coepty
LADY LA/MRS Ili)
Murray's boys were
bid (for the women's
sends two represenLee IS, Hill 4, Gallimore 1, Key 2,
Final Four), hopefully
tatives into Thursday's eliminated by a run-and- Rossi, Andersoo
Totals— le 15-2,33
some time this summer.
championship round of gun floor attack led by
N.MARSHALL (3111
Benton's
EllRamsey
Harrell 6, Ribchaud • Waldrop 14,
We want to get on the
the local middle school
Moore 6
record in advance."
tournament after Tues- ington, a 30-point per- Totals- 11 122 30
• • •
This doesn't mean UK
day night's second round former Tuesday.
TIGERS 133)
The Tigers trailed by
will be marking
officials
action.
Brannon I, Steely 6, Rutledge 13.
time until 1985.
CCMS' Lady Lakers only seven, 20-13, at the Taylor 2, Dill 4, Padget 2, Kelly 2
Totals — 126-n33
"We'd like to have the
knocked off North Mar- half, but the Indians blew
RENTON (33)
the
wide
game
after
open
Ellington 30, Gore 6, Lartmer
(women's) Final Four
shall, 35-30, in the first
Adams 6, Cothran 2, Clark 2, Thompsonhere before that,"
game while Benton ad- the break. Stanley !
Totals - 22 9-14 33.
Feamster said. "You're
vanced to the finals Rutledge was the only
• • •
going to keep those chamagainst CCMS' boys by double-figure scorer
LAILZ11.1(Si)
to I. Garrisea I. Bogard S.Weellierpionships where they
beating Murray, 53-33, in besides Ellington, gathering 13 points for Murray. ford 2, lesets• IS, Adams1.
people and that's
draw
the second game.
Totals — 13-21 311.
•
• • •
been in the South and
The Lakers, after
11.MMISahatie
In the night's final con- Dowell 2. hes a.swiss.kali. East."
receiving a bye in the
rerl.
test
the Lakers eased ?slab — 11442U.
The first step for UK,
by
slipped
round,
first
Feamster said, will be a
North Marshall, 31-28, in ahead, 31-24, with :43 remaining after struggling
bid for the women's
the nightcap.
Callotr - Nanty's Mideast Regional next
with a two to four point
• • •. ,
Lady Laker Rhonda differential throughout Lady Laket luilior varsi- year.
ty team only led once in
"I think then, logically,
Lee scored a gaip-IxtVli mach of the game.
Monty Morton's 18 their game at Reidland we can learn what we
15 points acidrenee
need to do to get (the
Christi Ander/Or:clime points, five in the final Tuesday night.
But once was all it took. finals) in '85," she said.
off the bench to di-Ern '11 frame, nullified a late Jet
After trailing 18-12 at
The idea is to complerebounds in the CCMS rally and advanced the
Lakers to the champion- halftime, the Lady ment, not compete with,
victory
Lakers inched ahead to the men's tournament,
CCMS coach Peter ship game Thursday.
North Marshall's Ron- win 32-30.
Feamster said.
O'Rourke called TuesBeth Hooks tallied 14
*HS Porker 753-5180
In the women's tournaCaries Riess 753-2471
day's game the best his nie Free led the Jets with
David Politer 753-0419
lois Notching 436-2367
team (12-1 overall) had 16 points before fouling points, Donna Coles add- ment, 32 teams will vie in
out early in the fourth ed eight and Tammy an opening round for 16
Joe Porker 753-2656
played all season.
Roo Wright 753-0156
Treas contributed six as regional berths. From
Porker
John
753-1133
O'Rourke's girls face period.
he lowland 753-1013
Thursday's
boys
the
Calloway tills in37 that point, it parallels the
title
West
Ed
753-3084
24-20
victor
a
Benton,
753-3338
NIA Ryon
ik
over Murray Monday, in game will feature CCMS proved to 11-2 on the year. men's playoffs.
Nowsros"You have to be able to
get up off the floor when
you can't." — Jack
Dempsey's definition of a
champion.

••••6••

bounce, shuffle dance,
weave and bob while the
leather pop, pop, pop
assaults the silence.
The scene: bottom
level of the revamped
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex Building,
formerly the Post Office
on 4th Street and Maple.
The activity: the most
primitive sport next to
rock throwing — boxing.
The participants: Murray boys ages nine to 19,
with an exceptional 21year-old or two thrown in
as well.
"Every workout we
have two or four more
show up and say they
want to join. This is our
third week of workouts
and the kids keep coming.
We might have to start
staggering the workouts

or working them in
shifts," Murray
policeman and boxing
club instructor Rick
Latimer said.
The kids, some with
dreams of becoming the
next Ali, Holmes, Cooney,
Leonard or just plain
somebody, keep coming.
The interest in the Murray Police Boxing Club
has grown from a couple
of rookie sluggers to a
group of 16, 20, and more.
"We started out in the
gym on 2nd Street and
moved here when we
found there was more
room. But the other day
we found out we may
have to move again
because the Fire Marshall says this area
doesn't pass inspection
and we're going to have

Five Lady Racers end
cage careers this week

Kentucky
seeks
women's
tourney

For

TODAY'S WOMAN
COTTON SWEATERS

the eagle's eye
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
YOU CAN DRIVE A...

Calloway County, Benton
vie for middle school titles

1982 ESCORT

1983 FORD RANGER
For 24 months, or 24,000 miles without being out anything
except gas — this is through Ford's new 24/24
MAINTENANCE WARRANTY PLAN.

71811UoRLEASE

Parker Ford, Inc.
7th 8 Main — Phone 753-5273
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Tiger strategy works

Stop Pigg, you win
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
As Rusty Pigg goes, so
does Farmington.
If you stop him you win.
That was Murray
High's winning strategy
Tuesday night as the
Tiger defense stifled Pigg
(13 points) and produced
offensively for an 85-55
win in the Lions' den.
Pigg, who averages
25.6 points a game,
scored 27 last month in
his team's 91-54 loss to
Murray, but coach Cary
Miller decided to play it
differently this time
around.
"I think defensively we
did a real good job on
Pigg this time," he said.
"The first time we really
didn't concentrate on
him."
This time the coach put
ballhawk Ronnie Pace on
Pigg, and Pace allowed
him only two of 12 field
goals. The remainder of
Pigg's points came from
the stripe as he hit nine of
15.
The Tiger forward added 12 points himself, and

X

STRIKING POSE — Pat Hesselrode of the Public
Ice women's bowling team practices for the Murray
Women's City Tournament scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday at Corvette Lanes. Tournament action
continues March 6-7 when both doubles and singles
chamPionshiPs Will be decided.
Photo by Hal Rice

season at home against
Fulton County on Friday.
When Pigg got past
Pace during the game, he
still had to contend with
Stuart Alexander, who
cleanly rejected three of
his shots. "Stuart had
three offensive
stickbacks at times we
really needed them,"
Miller added.
Other standouts were
guards David McMillen
and Ted Duffy, who
scored 16 points for the
Tigers. "McMillen continues to lead us in assists
every game ( five last
night) and Duffy continues to light up the
board."
Reserve guard David
McCuiston scored eight
points and had seven rebounds.
FARMINGTON (55)
ldereland i2-4 IS; Waggoner 1 14 3;
Pigs 2 9-15 13; Smith 5 4-4 14; Derrtattoo 13-24; Darsell 1-21
Total,- 1819-2956
MURRAY (15)
Pace 524 12; Alexander 3 1-2 7; West
9 3-5 20; Duffy 1111416, McMillen 4 0-0 l;
Wells 204 4, McCuiston 3 24S; Mathis 3
0-06, Wagner 1 0-1 2, Hooper0 1-3 1
Totals- 311 9-1965
Halftime - Murray 40, Farmington
27

Reidland rips CCHS

From Staff Reports
Calloway County's
hopes of finishing with a
.500 record during the
regular season vanished
Tuesday when the Lady
Lakers stumbled at
-Reidland,57-48.
CCHS (8-11) finishes its
regular schedule Thursday when the team
-BIRMINGHAM, - Ala. the bill In to Mika- 54-53 travels to Farmington.
"We played a much
(AP) —
A
disputed as the LSU coaching staff
basket that kept Ten- surrounded the scorers' better second half, but it
nessee on top of the bench, screaming that was a matter of too little,
Southeastern Conference the clock hadn't started too late," said CCHS
coach Gloria Friedgen.
by one game last on time.
weekend will move from
Game officials "Reidland is a tall team
gymnasium to committee declared the game over and they weren't getting
Thursday.
and Tennessee left the position on us as much as
we were giving them
The SEC's executive gymnasium.
position
underneath by
Tennessee
The
win
kept
committee will meet in
Atlanta to consider a re- atop the SEC with a 13-3 not blocking out."
Reidland worked the inquest by the losing team, mark andsdropped LSU to
Louisiana State, to award 10-6 and fourth place in side game for 37 points —
LSU the game or order the battle for the con- 20 from forward Selise
Ellington and 17 from 6that the final eight ference crown.
foot
freshman Melissa
Chancellor
James
LSU
seconds be replayed.
Wharton requested a Edwards.
LSU maintains the hearing on the matter
Calloway responded
clock was late in starting, and asked SEC Commis- with high scorer Rachel
giving the Volunteers sioner Boyd McWhorter Lamb (21 points), but
longer than regulation to hold the score in overcoming the 32-16
play to score its game- abeyance until after the halftime advantage was
winning basket.
too much for the Lady
hearing.
LSU had taken a 53-52
McWhorter said Tues- Lakers.
-We made some adlead with 10 seconds left day he was not permitted,
on a basket by Leonard under SEC rules, to justments ... from a 2-3
Mitchell, and Tennessee change the score of any zone to a 1-3-1 that shut
called time out with eight athletic event that has off some of their scoring.
In the second half we outseconds to play.
been declared finished.
The Volunteers took the
SEC President Otis scored them 32-25,"
ball out underneath the Singletary called a Friedgen pointed out.
However, the Lady
LSU basket, but it ap- meeting of the executive
peared the clock didn't committee to discuss the Lakers were out start until they were dispute at 10 a.m. EST rebounded, 36-21, and the
nearly at half-court.
Thursday at the Sheraton second shot opportunities
were put to good use by
Dan Federmann tipped Airport Inn of Atlanta.
-7r1118418.1.88Pi4110010
:

Volunteer, Bengalrow
moves hum cage court
to conference hearing

-

led both squads in rebounding with 15. Murray
had 53 rebounds to the
Wildcats' 35.
"We felt like all of our
kids played well tonight,"
Miller said. "When the
opportunity came we took
advantage of it, especially on the offensive end."
Murray hit 50 percent
from the floor by sinking
38 of 76 shots, while Farmington hit only 28 percent, 18 of 54.
As the coach said, all
the Tigers played well,
especially consistent
center Jimmy West, who
led all scorers with 21
points, hitting nine of 14
field goals. "He's capable
of doing that every night
out and he's been doing
that here lately," Miller
said.
Winning his third
straight since the loss to
Tilghman on Feb. 9, the
Murray coach said his
club is "about 85 percent" on its way to peak
tourney efficiency. The
Tigers pushed their
record to 17-4, and play
their last game of the

the Lady Greyhounds.
Friedgen said her girls
were preparing for the
tournament's first round
(Tuesday) which pits
Calloway against Murray
High, a two-time victor
over the Lady Lakers this
year.
-We're ready to play
Murray again," the
CCHS coach said, "We're

a better team than what
our record indicates and
we're going to be ready
for the tournament."
CALLOWAY COUNTY (411)
Doyle 2 3-4 7; Lamb 7 7-12 21; Todd 2 25 6; Hoke 1 0-1 6; Overbey 1 0-1 2; Hooks
1 0-2 2; Tress 1 0-0 2; Barrow 1 0-1 2.
Totals- IS 12-26 411.
REIDLAND(57)
Ellington 5 7-11 17; Martin 3 2-4 11;
Escourts 1 0-0 2; Edwards 10 0-1 20;
Lyles 30-0 4; Powers 0 2-4 2: Jarvis 02-2
2.
Totals- 22 13-22 57.

JOINT EFFORT — Jerry Key (left), president of the Tiger Athletic Booster
Club, and Keith Hayes, president of the Murray Band Boosters, grapple for
the official basketball to be given away during halftime of the Murray-Fulton
County boys basketball game Friday.

Two boosters join forces
at Murray games Friday
The last home game of
the season and a
preceding chili supper
will highlight Friday
night at Murray High
School.
Both varsity basketball
teams will host Fulton
County, beginning with
the girls' game at 6:30
p.m.
A joint effort by the
Murray Band Boosters
and Tiger Athletic
Boosters will be conducted to help finish the

regular season with a
bang.
At 5 p.m. the Band
Boosters will provide a
chili supper for $2 per
person while the Tiger
Athletic Boosters will be
selling chances for a $75
basketball, signed by the
MHS playerst which will
be given away at halftime
of the boys'contest.
Prizes will also be
awarded to the most
spirited male and female

students.
Also, MHS Principal
W.A. Franklin announced
reserve seat tickets to the
first-round tournament
games between Murray
and Calloway County are
available at both high
schools. Chair-back seats
are available for ;4 each
for Tuesday's games at
Murray State's Racer
Arena.
General admission
tickets will be sold at the
door.

Ohio bird dog wins championship
GRAND JUNCTION,
Tenn. (AP) — An Ohiobred pointer is the new
national bird dog champion.
Heritage's Premonition, owned by Jim and
Judy Cohen of Hudson,

Ohio, and handled by dog's accomplishment
Freddie Rayl, of Fit- and Rayl, 28, received a
zgerald, Ga., won the $5,000 check.
coveted crown Tuesday.
Premonition ran its
The Cohens were winning heat against
awarded three silver Rex's Cherokee Jake, the
trophies in honor of their 1978 national champion.

Hoovers
Blizzard of

Savings!
Convertible
Upright
•All-steel agitator
•Big disposable bag
•4-on-the-floor carpet shift
•Full time edge-cleaning

Retail Value
$89.95

1
PERFECT FOR

QUICK PICK-UPS

Retail Value
$49.95

ports at a glance
Baseball spring training

•

Here are the major league baseball
spring training sites, with dates of first
full squad workouts for each team American League
BALTIMORE - Miami,Feb 24.
BOSTON - Winter Haven, Fla, Mar
1.
CALIFORNIA - Palm Springs, Calif,
Feb 26.
CHICAGO- Sarasota,Fla, Feb 23.
CLEVELAND - Tucson, Ariz. Feb
S.
DETROIT - Lakeland, Fla, Marl.
KANSAS CITY - Fort Myers, Fla,
Marl.
MILWAUKEE - Sun City, Az. Feb
27.
MINNESOTA- Orlando, Fla, Feb 17.
NEW YORK - Fort Lauderdale, Fla,
Feb 17.
OAKLAND - Phoenix. Anz, Marl
SEATTLE - Tempe, Ariz, Feb 26.
TEXAS - Pompano Beach, Fla. Mar
1

roaano—Dinemlia.FM.MIL
Metimid Learn
ATLANTA
West Palm Beach, Fla,
Feb 24.
CHICAGO- Mesa,Arm,Feb 22.
CINCINNATI- Tampa,Fla, Marl.
HOUSTON - Cocoa, Fla, Feb 19.
LOS ANGELES - Vero Beach, Fla,
Feb 25.
MONTREAL - West Palm Beach,
Fla, Feb 25
NEW YORK - SIPetersburg, Fla,
Mar I.
PHILADELPHIA - Clearwater, Fla,
Feb 211
PITTSBURGH - Bradenton, Fla.
Mar 1
ST.LOUIS - St.Petersburg, Fla, Mar
SAN DIEGO- Yuma, Ariz, Marl
SAN FRANCISCO - Scottsdale, Ariz,
Feb 17

Central Division
Milwaukee
39 15
Atlanta
24 2$
Detroit
24 30
Indiana
it 11
Chicago
IP II
Cleveland
12 41

.T2I '.41112 111
444 a
.438 AK
3719 4*
214 MK

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I Pet GB
San Antonio
15 II
660 Houston
30 24
556
In
Denver
2$ 70
519
74
Utah
19 35
352 16 vi
Dallas
111 36
333
74,
Kansas City
111 17
327
S

SAVE $20
SAVE $12

Mier at Dam
Bowling Logue
Team
East Y Grceery
Lucky Strikes
The Hooey Tree
Paradise Kennels
Carpenter's Cleanup
The Lucky Three

V
55
17
14
16
3S
36

High Team Game(SC1
Carpenter's Cleanup
East Y Grocery
Paradise Kennels
HighT41111161111941C)
Carpenter's Cleanup
Paradise Keneis
The Lucky Three
High Team Series(SC)
Carpenter's Cleanup
East Y Grocery
Paradise Kennels
High Team Alias(HC)
Carpenter's Cleanup
Paradise Kennels .
The Lucky Three
High lat. Game(SC)
Pat Hesselrode.
Lois Smith ..
Shirley Carpenter

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct GB
Philadelphia
40 14
741
Boston
37 15
712
2
New Jersey
27 U
.491 IV:
,
Washington
25 2S
.473 let
New York
25 31
AB II

Local
bowling

Pacific Divisioo
691
Los Angeles
3S 17
667
l's
Seattle
36 IS
High lad. Game(BC)
547
29 24
Golden State
211 21
$4i Shirley Carpenter
Phoenix
538
Pat hesselrode
31 25
.22,1
Portland
Lois Smith
15 441
San Diego
.273 13
High rot Mies(SC)
Toasday's CMOS
Pat Hesselrode
Be, York 113, Milwaukee 110
Lais Smith
Atlanta 103, Kansas City 04
-Nancy Todd
Utah 113, Washington 106
1110i kid.Seim01C)
San Antonio 143, Golden State 122
Garaidime MIMS
Chicago 113, Portland 122
Houston 105, Dallas 95
INAIICWIPIONW
'Pstflesselrode
Los Angeles 145, Denver 121,
Becky Haws .
Philadelphia 115, San Dimpigil
High averages
Wednesday's Games
Pat Hesselrode
loll at Boston
Smith
Lab
Milwaukee at New Jersey
Nancy Todd
New York at Indiana
Portland at Kansas City
Sy Liu
-hen Phillips
Houston at Denver
Cleveland at Phoenix
Peggy Shoemaker
Mary Roth
Thorsday's Games
San A•i•riii, A: I.`•troit
Hilda Bennett
Golden State at Dallas
Becky Haws
Los Angeles at Seattle
Peggy Behber

L
33
41
42
41
50
50

HOOVER.

551
471
467

Celebrity"' III Air-Ride
Vacuum Cleaner

6V
620
III

1.7 PEAK HP 1.71 VCIAA HP)
12 GT. iwols1-04.4orous. aim

I204
1346
1341
1004
1754
115
211
109
256
255
273
566
555
507

Retail Value $79.95

$5495
SAVE
$25

634
Sr
626
624
171
173
157
144
144
143
113
1.1]
139
139

SAVE $60
Composts with 5 pow*
POVilif-Nal A

Murray Home & Auto

i4 a si DA*WI Siouls

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone
153-2571
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Governmentreport concerns synthetic plant health hazards
HENDERSON, Ky. 'the newspaper, states
(AP) — An unpublished that products from the
government report raises plant could include toxic
a number of questions substances.
about health hazards to
A spokesman for one of
employees and the the company's sponsorgeneral public from a ing the project, however,
synthetic plant proposed discounted the report.
for Henderson County.
Studies have
Contents of the report demonstrated that "some
were revealed in a of these products and
copyrighted story Tues- byproducts may contain
day by The Evansville substances which are toxCourier.
ic or otherwise present
The report, a copy of hazards for occupational
which was obtained by or general public ex-

posure," the 1981 study
by the federal Environmental Protection
Agency said.
Texas Eastern
Transmission Corp., of
Houston, Texas, and
Texas Gas Transmission
Corp. of Owensboro, Ky.
have proposed the multibillion dollar plant for
Geneva in western
Henderson County. The
plant would convert
thousands of tons of coal
per day into gasoline,

synthetic natural gas and
LP gas.
A spokesman for Texas
Eastern admitted that
substances classified as
hazardous and toxic will
be produced, but said the
designation is often confusing.
"Gasoline is classified
as hazardous and toxic,"
said Ponce de Leon in a
telephone interview Tuesday.
He said that -well over
90 percent" of the other

the tenchical process
which first turns the coal
into a gaseous state.
Waste products and
byproducts from the
Lurgt gasifier include
tars which are known to
contain polycyclic
organic matter and other
compounds, the report
stated.
Those substances
"pose a substantial carcinogenic (cancer causing) hazard," the
report continued.

hazardous materials produced in the process are
destroyed under the same
regulations which any
chemical plant must
follow.
Officials with Texas
Eastern have not seen the
EPA report, de Leon
said, but he termed the
newspaper account a
"scare story."
The newspaper obtained a copy of the EPA
report which, it said, had
special concerns about

De Leon countered that
such compounds are also
created when wood is
burned and said they
were "not in numbers
anybody has ever known
would harm anybody."
"Many of the carcinogenic substances present in the coal gases and
tars investigated in these
studies are expected to be
present in at least some
of the products and
byproducts of indirect liquefaction" plants such

at the one proposed for
Geneva.
Coal-derived natural
gas, another product of
the plant, is described in
the report as containing
trace amounts of nickel
carbonyl, which the EPA
said could pose a health
risk.
Sulfur, ammonia and
naptha which would also
be produced at the plant
all could contain traces of
chemicals which the EPA
said could be hazardous.

Falling rocket lights up sky

•

SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) — A fiery object
that lit up the Western
sky and broke apart over
Idaho in a spectacular
display was a falling
booster rocket from a
Soviet satellite, the
United States military
says.
There were no reports
that the spent rocket,
which some witnesses
said made a humming
sound as it passed
through the air Tuesday
night, had hit the ground,
said Col. Fred Watkins of
the North American Air
Defense Command Post
at Colorado Springs,
Colo. He said any remnants wouldn't be
radioactive.
The rocket was sighted
from as far north as the
Canadian border south to
Las Vegas and from the
Dakotas to Seattle, officials said.
Callers jammed the
switchboards of law enforcement agencies,
newspapers and television stations in Utah and
Idaho after the object appeared in the clear,
winter sky shortly after 9
p.m. MST.
It was "so beautiful,
yet frightening in a fantastic sort of way," said
Beverly McCarthy, who
said she was driving in
Salt Lake City when she
saw it. "It looked like a
Fourth of July rocket."
Watkins identified the
object as the rocket that
propelled Cosmos 1338 into orbit Feb. 16 from the
Soviet Union. He said the
burned-out rocket's orbit
around Earth had been

"decaying" ever since,
meaning that the rocket
was gradually falling
closer and closer to the
Earth.
Several observers in
the southeastern Idaho
town of Montpelier
reported that debris from
the flaming object appeared to fall to the
ground in that area,
Police Officer Shirley
Long said early today.
She said officers were
searching for evidence of
the object in an area she
declined to identify.
"It was fiery and bright
orange," said John Call
of Salt Lake City. "It was
all together and then little
pieces would break off
here and there. It just
broke up into hundreds of
little pieces.
"My first thought was,
'Gee, Haley's Comet isn't
due for another couple of
years,'he said.
Watkins said the
rocket, which had a
north-south trajectory,
disappeared "in the
vicinity of Idaho."
He said if any remains
reached the ground they
would be strewn over
about 1,000 miles and
would be virtually
undetectable.
Watkins said NORAD
tracks about 4,500 manmade objects in orbit at
any given time.
Bob Chambers at the
regional Air Route Traffic Control Center near
Salt Lake City International Airport said pilots
from as far east as the
Dakotas reported seeing
the object.
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Washington office.
But Huddleston urged
Reagan in his letter to increase spending to "keep
pace with increasing requirements for FBI investigations into hostile
intelligence activities and
international terrorism."
The Senate Intelligence
Committee, on which
Huddleston serves, is
considering the FBI
counterintelligence
budget as part of the Intelligence Authorization
Act for fiscal year 1983.
"Before we complete
our action, I hope that
you will reconsider the
original request and submit an amendment providing for a substantial
enhancement of FBI
capabilities in this field,"
Huddleston wrote.
He said the FBI has the
primary responsibility
for investigating foreignespionage, terrorism,
and other covert activities in the United
States.
The FBI estimates that
about one-third of the
Soviet bloc personnel
assigned to embassies,
consulates, the United
Nations and other international organizations in
the United States are fulltime intelligence officers,
Huddleston said.

Nursery president dies at66
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) The president of
Lexington's second oldest family-owned
business, Louis Edward
Hillenmeyer Jr., has died
at the age of 66 after a
bout with cancer.
Hillenmeyer, who died
Monday, represented the
fourth generation of his
family in the management of Hillenmeyer
Nurseries Inc., founded
in 1841.
Hil!enmever was a

director of the Bank of
Commerce and Trust Co.
and Hurst Home Insurance Co., and was a
member of the Lexington
Salvation Army's advisory board.
14.
He a 1st, was a past
president of the
American Association of
Nurserymen, the Kentucky Nurserymen's
Association, the Lexington Rotary Club and
the Lexington Jaycees
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Spy activity concerns senator
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston wants substantially more spending on
efforts to ferret out
foreign spies in the
United States.
In a letter to President
Reagan, Huddleston
quoted Attorney General
William French Smith as
saying "the number of
hostile agents has grown
so much that our FBI
counterintelligence
agents are greatly outnumbered."
_
But he said Tuesday
that while the administration has voiced
concern about the extent
of spying by Sovietaligned countries in the
United States, it has proposed a "seriously deficient"
counterintelligence
budget.
Huddleston said the administration budget request provides "no real
increase" in FBI
resources, and "weakens
rather than enhances a
vital element of this country's defense..."
The Kent'ilcky
Democrat did not give the
proposed spending figure
or the increase he advocat•S because the
figures are classified,
said Lynn McReynolds, a
press aide in his

4./
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Free
Trip to
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World's Fair
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Knoxville
Just Register to Win

2 Nights Lodging - Gasoline
4 People —2Double Beds
100 Steps From Entrance
FREE - Admission to Fair 2 Days
Arrangements Made & Available Through

Outdoor International
407 Market St.

Paris, Tenn.

644-1492

ENTERTAINMENT
Sunday 1 to 6 P.M.
Russ Bargher and his band bringing back
the Big Band Sound. Formerly with Stan
Kenton's famous orchestra.
Russ plays trumpet and the fluglehorn and
has Hollywood fame in movies. He will entertain you with vocalists and also Sounds of the
40's.

We have many items marked
down to please even the most
cautious buyers - and we intend
to make this entire week a festival of bargains.
Even the latest shipments.
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Hospital dismissals given
Nursery 3 Adults 136
2-20-82
Newborn Admissions
Cynthia Davis and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box 194,
Benton.
Dismissals
Victor Curtis Adams,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Connie Cooper, P.O. Box
23, Lynn Grove, Karen A.
Oakley and Baby Boy, Rt.
5, Cadiz, Joyce S. Rogers
and Baby Girl, 408 North
Eighth St., Jannie Lea
Huffman and Baby Girl,
Rt. 2, Buchanan,Tenn.
Dardanella Durham,
Rt. 1, Dexter,Stevie Lynn
Brandon, Rt. 5, Cynthia
L. Harrison, Rt. 1, Hardin, Erma Rudean Nanney, 411 South Eighth St.,
Wilma J. Beatty, 1662
College Terrace, Murray,
Nell F. Merrell, 1504
Henry St.,
Julie M. King, Rt. 2,
Ken Dix, left, and Jim Moore, officers at the TVA's Land Between The Lakes
Hazel, Joseph Michael
Patrol, recently became licensed federal firearm instructors after a 10-day
Darten, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
firearm instruction course at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center at
Lillian L. Steele, Rt. 8,
Glynco, Georgia.
Murray, Gloria R. Gibbons, CR Box 55-B,
Hamlin, William Robert
McCuistion, CR Box 167,
New Concord, Millie Ann
Robinson, 500 Draper St.,
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Barely a bar into the as the state wild animal.
Paris, Tenn.
tame
state
( AP) — Tennessee has a song accompanied by There is no
Raymond L. Alexstate poem, poet guitar, banjo, mandolin animal or pet.
Rt. 4, Fulton,
ander,
laureate, wild animal, and fiddle, lawmakers
There is, however, a
wildlife painter, tree, and spectators started
state flower, the iris, and
flower, wildflower, bird, clapping their hands to
a wildflower, the passion
insects, gem, rock, the quick tempo. An enflower which was to have
slogan, nicknames and core chorus accompanied
been picked by school
now its fifth official song. by legislators ended with
children under rules apAs senators aid the southern hoot of the
proved by the 1 91 1
representatives exer- Rebel yell.
Legislature but was
cised their vocal chords
The tune, which has
designated instead by
,on one chorus Monday been heard in 'Inlawmakers in 1933.
night, a foot-stompin', dianapolis and on BourThat same year, the
titled
New
tune
in
hand-clappin'
bon Street
"Rocky Top" became Orleans joins state songs Tennessee Ornithological
----Tennessee's latest state "When It's Iris Time in Society conducted a
"tong on a 97-0 House vote Tennessee," written by popular election to honor
and 30-1 Senate tally.
Willa Mae Waid and a state bird. The mockTo a standing ovation adopted in 1935; "Ten- ingbird defeated the
from lawmakers and peo- nessee Waltz," by Redd robin 15,553 to 15,073,
ple packed in the House Stewart and Pee Wee while the cardinal picked
galleries, the song's King and adopted in 1965; up 13,969 votes, the bobwriters — Boudleaux and "My Homeland, Ten- white 10,460, the bluebird
Felice Bryant of Gatlin- nessee," by Nell Grayson 9,125 and others 8,751.
burg — stepped to a Taylor and Roy Lamont
Gunn became the only
microphone to thank the Smith and adopted in two-time winner by pennGeneral Assembly for 1925; "My Tennessee," ing "Tennessee Salute,"
recognizing "Rocky by Francis Hannah designated by the 89th
Top."
Tranum and adopted as General Assembly as the
"I feel a little like Don the state public school state's bicentennial
Knotts with a hangover," song by the 79th General march.
Bryant said. "I couldn't Assembly during its 1955The state picked its
be less excited unless hit 1956 session.
in the head with a bucket
The 88th General slogan — Tennessee —
of Valium."
Assembly tapped "Oh America at Its Beg- in
"Rocky Top," often Tennessee, My Ten- 1965 and through the
performed by the Univer- nessee," by former Viet- years has picked the
sity of Tennessee Pride of nam POW and Naval nicknames The Volunteer
the Southland Band, was Academy superintendent State, Big Bend State,
sung and played in the William Lawrence, as the The Mother of
marble and limestone state poem after the Southwestern Statesmen
Capitol by the Osborne previous Legislature and the Hog and Hominy
Brothers of the Grand Ole selected Pek Gunn as State, a name which the
Opry who first recorded Tennessee's poet' official state book now
the tune in 1968.
laureate and the raccoon says is obsolete..

Tennessee gets official song

Gladys M Partee, 1003
Vine St., Rosa M. Hale,
P.O. Box 34, Hardin, Ida
B. Hargraves,. Rt. 2,
Hazel, Wilma M Wyatt,
Rt. 8.
Marjorie Shroat Dunn,
601 Elm St., Carl B.
Durham, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Ulysses A. Fleming, 508
Poplar St., Vida Mae
Kimbro, Rt. 4, Walter
Wilson, Rt. 5.
Ola C. Underwood, 108
N. 12th St., Carmon
Butler, Rt. 2, Edgar L.
Herrin, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Bud P. Morgan, J4 Southside Manor,
Brown C. Tucker, Rt. 1,
Kirksey.

THE ACES®IRA G. CORN,JR.
"Statistics — I can prove
anything by statistics —
except the truth — George
Canning

WEST
•3
Q J 116S3
South was ready with his •Q9114
statistics after be went •8 2

down in today's interesting
game. His "stats" were
accurate as far as they
went, but like his plan of
play, they didn't go far
enough
Declarer ruffed the second heart and played two
high trumps. Fearing a 4-2
club break, declarer postponed drawing a third
trump and played three
Nursery 3 Adults 139
rounds of clubs instead
2-21-82
East won the third club and
Admissions
Newborn
No
led back his last trump and
Dismissals
declarer had run out of luck.
Kasey R. Wilson, 1514 The defense took two clubs,
Canterbury, Jeremy L. a diamond and a heart and
Ballew, Rt. 2, Wingo, the game was one down.
Bruce W. Greer, 2513 Col- "I could have made the
dwater Rd., Louise M. hand had I drawn only one
Carroll, 505 N. 5th St., trump," admitted South. In
Doll Emily Redick, 921 N. the next breath he added,
"However, then I would
18th St.
have gone down had trumps
Corey J. Jameson, Rt. been 2-2 and efourth round
1, Almo, Herman of clubs gives the defense an
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farm- easy overruff. I make the
ington, Oina Darnell, Rt. choice close to 50-50 and I
1, Farmington, Jean I. chose the wrong guess."
Declarer's statistics were
Green,313 S. 13th St.

BIB with Cern

2-24-A

NORTH
•5 4 2
K87
•A 6 5 3
•10 4 3

South holds

•3
•014653
•Q 9 4
•8 2

EAST
•J 76
A 92
•K ./ 7
•Q.196
Nora
I*

SOUTH
•ASQII18
V4
•18 2
•A K 75

2-24-B

South
11/

ANSWER: Two diamonds. A
poor hand and the preferVulnerable East-West ence of opener's first suit
shows no extra values.
Dealer South The bidding
--North East
South West
I*
4•

Pass
Pass

240
Pass

Pan
PUS

Opening lead: Heart queen

Ssod bridge gmliart to The Aar
P0 Boa 11M3, 1ias, Teats MN
with soli-addraost aampad eseabspe
for reply

fairly accurate but he did
miss a better play. Instead
of playing three rounds of
clubs after drawing only one
trump, declarer should have
surrendered a low club first.
East would win but there
would have been no defense.
Declarer would win the
trump return to discover the
3-1 break and then he would
play the two high clubs. If
clubs were 3-3, be could
draw the last trump and if
they weren't (as in today's
case), he could safely ruff
his fourth club in dummy.

SQUEEZABLE SOAP
MILFORD SQUARE,
Pa.(AP) — "While some
soap manufacturers
dismiss liquid soaps as a
fad,sales totals are showing quite the opposite,"
says sales consultant
Paul D. Mann.
He predicts final 1981
figures will show $100
million in retail sales.
"We see the increased
demand for liquid soaps
as a matter of convenience," Mann said. "It is
easy to use.
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CBS regains first place
NEW YORK (AP) CgS regained its solitary
hold on first place in the
networks' ratings competition, with help from
"Dallas" - the top-rated
show eight times this
season - and ''60
:-Minutes," figures from
the A.C. Nielsen Co.
showed.
Both "Dallas" and "60
Minutes," No. 1 a halfdozen times in the TV
year that began Oct. 5,
were nudged out of the
top spot a week ago by the
conclusion of a two-part
television premiere of
"Superman" on ABC. It
was the first time this
season that a non-sports
program, other than the
two CBS shows, had won
the weekly competition.
ABC, thanks in part to
"Superman," finished in
a tie for first place, ending CBS' 11-week string
as the No. 1 network.
CBS was back on top in
the week ending Feb. 21,
with six of the 10 highestrated shows and an
average rating of 18.6 to
18.1 for ABC and 15.6 for
NBC. The networks say
that means in an average

prime-time minute during the period, 18.6 percent of the country's
homes with TV were tuned to CBS.
CBS now has won the
weekly competition 15
times in the TV year that
began Oct. 5.
The rating for "Dallas"
was 29.9. Nielsen says
that means in an average
minute of the show, 29.9
percent of the nation's
television-equipped
homes were watching
"Dallas."
CBS' "Falcon Crest"
was the highest-rated of
the season's new series,
in third place, with ABC's
"Fall Guy" 14th. ABC
scored, too, with the
television premiere of
Steve Martin's film,"The
Jerk."
"Little House on the
Prairie" was NBC's only
program among the 15
highest-rated, in 15th
place, though an NBC
film, "The Capture of
Grizzly Adams," was
22nd, and Johnny Carson's prime-time special
finished 26th.
Here are the week's 10
highest-rated programs:

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Sweet drink
• 4 In front of
.9 Old pronoun
12 Ventilate
13 Analyze a
sentence
14 Female ruff
15 Shuts
17 Part of PTA
19 Glue
21 Party
goodie
22 Skin
24 Cloth

2 Lubricate
3 Correct
4 Simians
5 Hurry
6 Comparative
ending
7 Snake
6Lifeless
9 Surgical saw
10 Coop
dweller
11 Still
16 Beauty shop
18 Tear
20 Fairy
measure
22 Glass
26 Gasp
bottle
29 Wading bird 23 Weird
31 Watch
25 Base
27 Famed
pocket
33 ConKinction 28 Lock of hair
34 Negative
30 Scold
prefix
32 Flying
35 Short sleep
mammal
37 Pale
36 Shallow
39 Tellurium
vessel
symbol
40 River island
42 Fuel
44 Stories
46 Jump
48 Nothing
50 Fancy
clothes
51 Crumpets'
companion
53 City on the
Seine
55 Small
58 Separated
61 Galena
62 Change
64 Before
65 Prohibit
66 HIPPY
expression
67 Uncooked
DOWN
1 Moccasin

Answer to Taesday's Paxste

EOM MOO UM
MOO OMB UM
OCNUOU CU MU
BMW MUM
MUUMUU OU
MOODO 1/00 uni
OW UOUGMEIC 120
UM OM LUCUU
GU OUCUIDUCE
141101313 UMW
12100 EU OCUOUU
UM MOB OUOU
UUU BUM MUG
38 Lowest point
41 Shred
43 Drink slowly
45 Sheen
47 Rover,for
one
49 Jacket part
52 Too bad!

54 Unusual
55 Tennis stroke
56 A Gershwin
57 Shade tree
59 Time period
60 Condensed
moisture
83 Scale note

"Dallas," with a rating
of 29.9 representing 24.5
million homes, "60
Minutes," 27.7 or 22.7
million, and "Falcon
Crest," 25.2 or 20.6
million, all CBS; "Too
Close for Comfort," 25 or
20.5 million, and "Three's
Company," 24.3 or 19.9
million, both ABC;
"Magnum, P.I.," 23.8 or
19.5 million, CBS; Movie"The Jerk," 23.6 or 19.3
million, ABC; "Alice,"
22.8 or 18.7 million, and
"Dukes of Hazzard," 22.7
or 18.6 million, both CBS,
and "Hart to Hart," 22.6
or 18.5 million, ABC.

1. Legal

PET OF THE WEEK - This female airdaleterrier mix, Raggy-Ann, needs a permanent home.
The two-year-old pet is available for adoption at
Calloway County's Humane Society along with
several of her friends. For more information about
how to adopt Raggy-Ann or one of herfriends please
call 759-4141.

Man locked in tank 46 days
SKIPPACK, Pa. (AP)
- A 27-year-old man who
was allegedly locked in a
converted fuel tank for 46
days by his high-school
buddy had his clothes
taken away and survived
on hamburgers that were
dropped in to him,
authorities say.
Stephen Mazur, who
claimed his friend owed
him $20,000, was lured into the underground tank
on his friend's family
farm Jan. 8 and held
there until Monday, when
a neighbor saw him
chained and handcuffed
to the back of a truck on
the farm and called
police,state police said.
Police said Richard
Markley, 27, had apparently wanted to give
Mazur some fresh air and
had let him out of the
10,000-gallon tank, which
had been converted to a
bomb shelter.
Markley was arrested
and held at the Montgomery County Jail in
Norristown on $20,000 bail
after his arraignment
Tuesday on charges of
kidnapping, recklessly
endangering another person, false imprisonment,
criminal coercion,
assault, robbery and
theft.

WWWWW MINN
WINI WWI= NMI
WEIN= WINE=
WIIMEW WOE
WWI= WNW UMW
WIIMMW WNW WEE
WM WNW WNW wu FRANKFORT, Ky.
WNW WNW WNW= (AP) - A bill which its
WNW WNW WM= sponsor says is designed
to help Kentucky's conWNW WNW=
vention business has won
WIAIMMW WIIIMMWW the
approval of a Senate
WON WNW= WEE committee.
61MM
The measure, spon-

Markley somehow
"tricked" Mazur into
descending a ladder 10
feet into the shelter Jan.
8, said state trooper
Thomas M. Bowman.
Markley then pulled up
the ladder and locked the
hatch,Bowman said.
Police said Mazur, of
Kimberton, and Markley,
who lives in Worcester
Township, had been
friends since high school.
Police would not say if
Mazur had been reported
missing.
According to a formal
complaint filed by state
police, Mazur claimed
that Markley owed him
$20,000. The complaint
did not explain what that
had to do with the alleged
kidnapping, although
police said the debt might
have been related to
Markley's interest in rare
coins. Police said they
were still investigating
the motive for the alleged
kidnapping.
Markley's mother, who
refused to give her first
name, told the
Philadelphia Daily News,
"A tragedy has happened
here between two friends,
both very, very good
friends."
Mrs. Markley described her son as a "born-

Sunday liquor soles eyed

sored

Meyer, D-Louisville,
would give local governments in the state's
larger cities the authority
to permit Sunday liquor
sales.
Under current state
law, such sales may be
by Sen. Danny held only if they are ap-

'
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I'M HUNGRY-MAY I CUT THE
CAKE

YOU
SNOULDN'T
TN RoW TI-IE
BALL SO
HARD,
SARSE

ALL I ASKED FOR v/AS A
DONATION TO OUR CHARITY
BAZAAR

iT's OKAY.'
WON'T BREAK
ANY PINS

\I
TNEY PUT
IN NEW
UNBREAKABLE I
PINS THIS
WEEK

a

TWAT LE.My'ES ME
BROKE ... ALWAANOSER
WON'T BE ABLE TO
BORROW
ANYTI-IING

NEBO TO BORROW
YOUR PANTS . MOM
senrr miNE TO
TWE
CLEANS*

2-24

'WE BURIED
THE OLD
COUPLE,,.

again Christian."
Contacted later Tuesday, Mrs. Markley hung
up the phone when a
reporter identified
himself.
Mazur's father,
Stephen J. Mazur Sr., told
the newspaper, "I know
Rick Markley and I know
his parents. I just feel bad
for everybody."
The complaint filed by
state police said that during the first six days of
captivity, Mazur received no food. Mazur also
told police Markley took
away his clothes, leaving
him nothing but his
underwear, and stole a
car belonging to Mazur's
girlfriend, officials said.
Police said Markley
later dropped hamburgers and other food to
Mazur through the lid at
the top of the tank.
Markley also provided
Mazur with a sleeping
bag, a parka and an electric space beater to keep
warm,police said.
Police said Mazur appeared to have lost about
20 .pounds while in captivity, but did not appear
seriously injured. He was
treated at the Phoenixville Hospital Monday
night and released.

THE MORI
Fl&MERMEN
TOLP ME 140W
THEY FOUND
)CIU ON THE
RAFT, REX.

proved by voters in a
referendum.
Sunday liquor sales
would be limited to
hotels, motels, convention centers, restaurants
and airports which have
dining facilities that seat
100 people.
The businesses qualify.
mg under the bill also
would have to make at
least half their income
from the sale of food.
The measure also
would allow local govern
ing bodies in counties
containing first- and
second-class cities and
urban-county governments to permit the sales.
Meyer noted that Sunday liquor sales are permitted in southern Indiana, across the Ohio
River from Louisville,
and the situation is "just
killing us."
The Business Organizations and Professions
Committee approved the
bill 5-2 and sent it to the
full Senate.
In other committee action Tuesday, the House
Energy Committee approved Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s
reorgf$8,o'ion of the
Public Service Commission.
The panel's approval
followed that of an
amendment offered by
Rep. Mark O'Brien, DLouisville, to make the
confirmation of PSC
nominees subject to the
review of the interim
joint Energy Committee.
In 1980, Brown signed
an executive order
abolishing the state's two
energy and utility
regulatory commissions
in favor of a single, three-v
member PSC.
His action came shortly
after the conclusion of the
1980 legislative session, in
which the state's
lawmakers rejected a bill
that would have had the
same effect as the governor's order.
The PSC reorganization bill has alteady
received the approval of
the state Senate, which
did nut amend the
measure.

UmMtia

IS. Articles for Sale
14 and 151n. New recap
tires reduced price.
Clifford Garrison 707.
Sycamore.
Shp Garden tiller. 2
years old. $150. Conseu
commercial sewing
machine with button
cover buttons thread
and bobbin included.
$350 Call 753-2720 7133494.

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
Pursuant to an execution for debt levied
upon personal property of Kennith Green in
that Civil Action in Calloway Circuit Court,
styled as Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association vs. Kennith Green,81-CI11, I shall offer for sale to the highest and
best bidder,the terms of sale being cash,the
ollowing personal property to satisfy the
udgment of the Plaintiff against Kennith
reen in the sum of $486.47, plus interest acat 8% from the date of Judgment and
urt costs incurred in this action.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck
Serial No. J9A45NN152161
The above described property will be sold
t the South door of the Courthouse in Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky on March
th, 1982, at 10 a.m., to the highest and best
idder,the sale to be for cash.
DAVID BALENTINE,SHERIFF

16. Home Furnishings
30in, Tappan electric
range. $50. Call 753-8914.
Frost free freezer. $225.
Call 753-0219.
JEANS JEANS Calvin
Klein $19.95
Jordache
$24.95 Oscar de L'renta
S18.95 Polo shirts $18.
hod $16. 4.42-1661.
Moving Sale- love seat
arm chairs
coffee
table
end tables
jewelry
wedding dress
size 6 stereo. All must
go! Call 753-8948

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

Carter
Studio
300Mcon

75.18298

BIBLE CALL
The Raters of Jesus •
759-4444. ChiWrea's
Story - 759-4445.

For Sale
Large assitmedt
St mein 24 Ki
pld dipped leaves
36 differeet styles
S2.95 Each.

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
ogers
enny
Jeans Men a
Women's Levi
jeans
Men's $15.95
Women's and
Misses
$23.95
Styled:$14.95
Children $12.95

Vernon's
Western
Store
Otrulas Plese
Open 9 s.m.
to 9 p.m.
11
THE CATCH
THE CATFISH
L SEAFOOD
Johnny Robertson
Rd. Smith
759-1506

Antiqvis
We lay
.11 Sell
Antiques
Aid Wettable:
Come by and see our
Weather Vone's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Alain Street
Alums'', Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Set.; 1:00 to 5:00
Son.

3. Cardof Thanks
Antique City Mall Hwy.
45 between Jackson and
says
Humboldt
"thanks" to our Ky.
customers. 82 dealers
welcome you. Open 10-5
Sun. 1-5. Closed
Monday's

S. Lost and Found
Lost: eye glasses in
case. Possibly at
Woodmen Hall. Call
492-8666.
Lost: gray and tan
Siamese male cat. Lost
from 1501 Belmont
Sunday. Reward.
Child's pet. 753-8198.
Lost WM* Shepard IR
vicinity of Coldwater
Rd. 753 9489 Reward

6. Help Wanted
Want middle aged
woman or couple
preferred to live with
and care for bedridden
man Call 753 1634.

$241.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No experience necessary.
National company. De
tails and application
mailed. Send your name
and address to: Bond
Industries Hiring Dept.
77 Kendalia Tx. 78027.
Lady needing home.
Live in. Care for invalid. Room board pay.
759 1661
Mature
experienced
ambitious person
needed to organize and
manage small local
office. Benefits and
salary commensurate
with qualifications.
Send replies to PO Box
1040 F Murray
Ky.
42071.
Need experienced
mechanic. Apply in
person. Century Auto
Sales 801 Sycamore.
casualty
Property
underwriter rating and
underwriting ex
perience required.
*8000-514 000 per year.
Action Personnel 7536532.
Sell Calvin Klein and
other Designer jeans at
prices from 514.,425.
Earn 20 percent commission. Phone 442-1668
after noon.
WANTED: Someone to
process and print 35rnm
black and white film in
their home or own
darkroom on regular
basis. Phone 753-5131
Ext. 141.
Waitress needed. Apply
in person Bentley's
between lp.m .-2:30p.m
Wanted: lead guitar
player for Top 40 Dance
Band. Working every
week-end. 901-642-3559.
Serious inquiries only!

Oak bedroom suite
twin beds and chest
practically new Kenmore Dryer. Call 7535295.
One couch
1 recliner
chair both like new.
Table with 4 chairs. Call
759-1075. Mon. Fri. 6-4.
Two piece Early
American living room
suite. Like new. Call
489-2527.

19. Farm Equipment
20 metal Trusses 30ft
long. Excellent for constructing farm •machi
nery storage
hay stor
age and other farm
buildings. 753-5181.
For sale 1 set of 16.9 x 28
duals
1-2 row cultivator 3 hog feeders 3 pig
and sow feeders 1 pig
waterer
1 pig feeder.
13ft. Lely-Roterra
20
rows Jap hay
200sq.
bales of Timothy hay. 6
fairing crates with
feeder and waterers. 1
set of rear wheel
weights for A -C tractor.
Call after 6p.m.
492-8790.

22. Musical
FOR SALE
Spinet-Console
Piano Barguin
Waited: tespeesibis party
te tie eye, ha matitly

papaws ea saint pimp.
' Cu. be sees Mealy. Witte
Croat Meesper: P.O. Sex
537E1'61Te4*, IN 46176.
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi Sanyo. Professional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

9. Situation Wanted

WANTED

House cleaning every
other week. Have re753ferences. 759-1255
2377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Will do hand knitting
and crocheting baby
afghans
things
sweaters-you name it.
Sewing or alterations.
759-1025.

Re:possible party te
take up priments ea
Re new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Wurlitzer console
theatre organ 4$18. Like
new. 753[1241 after
5p.m.

23. Exterminating - •

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotitible. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after Sp.m.

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Standing timber large
or small track. Call
437-4233.
Want to buy used cast
Iron weight lifting set.
753-9331 after Sp.m.

24. Miscellaneous
AAA CUSTOM

MADE

-C-Abookcase-a

15. Articles for Sale
Maytag washer excellent working condition
$150. Eureka vacuum 3
all atyears old
Laker
tachments $40.
childs jacket size 12
excellent condition S15.
436-5606.
Tobacco sticks. Call
345-2861 or 247-3953.

etc.
music centers
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric.

AM'S
GOLD-GUASSILVER
booedlote levreiry Repair.
MO Obi 10411 eiretes.
k Glum Reeky (rear)
N. 1116 Street. trow
*way
prkei ad

repair.

SALE
Represeetitive Needed to merchandise A. 0.
Harvesters predicts io Weston kontocky.
Two positions ovoilobis. Solos or agricultural semisoft valuable. We offer • twining program
with salary mid eipeasts plus benefits. Drew
egeinst comaiissioes or straight commission
grabble after training.
Over 30 yeses Of research end product Fishman* pies ceatineed market pesietratioa with
natioasi sad local advertising makes this the
career opportunity to consider.
Seed remise end ropiest for on interview to:
Sales Manager
K-T Harvesters Systems, Inc.
Box 119
Guthrie, KY 42234
• 1
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a
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24. Miscellaneous
Car dolly for sale Tows
1 car $300 435 4294
Clearance Sale
cap
tains desk $50.
maga
zine rack
recipe box
We also build doghouses
and martin boxes. See
Gerald Waldrop at 1624
Olive or phone 753-1712
after 5p.m
For sale firewood $25. a
rick delivered. 437-4547.
Hot water heater
2
months old. 436-2485
after 4p.m.
Merchant Figurematic
$50. bathroom lavatory
and stool $20. Kenmore
wood stove. Excellent
condition $75. Call 4988950.
Potting soil
top soil
cow manure
and
Michigan peat 40Ib.
bags. Lawn lime and
marble chips 501b. bags.
Spaghnum peat 4cu. ft.
bale. Coast to Coast
Hardware.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 111in.-24in.
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Tool box for sale. Call
after 5p.m. 753-9903.
Two new storm windows
4 used storm.
windows
3 new replacement windows
130in. Franklin Stove
used 6 months. 2 sets
inside shutters 6 screen
doors wood
15 window
sash new 4 outside used
doors
1-220 volt wall
heater
8 pieces insulation glass. 753-4124.
Upright piano
stereo
buffet
3 drawer oak
chest. Call 759-4073 ask
for Judy.
Used concrete blocks
may be had for free at
the Tappan Stove Plant.
Contact Starkey Colson
753-0555.

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SER
VICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1101 Pogue
Murray
Ky. Call 7591425.

26. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x65 Trailer for sale Of
rent. 759-1987.
1980 trailer in city. 14x60
3 year warranty.
$12 500. 753 3321 or 7594543.
Three bedroom 2 bath
central gas-heat
central air conditioning
underpinnning inunit
cluded. 753-5561.

M

21. Mobile Home Rentals

32. Apts. For Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies

Furnished 2 bedroom
mobile home $110. per
month
$75. security
deposit. No pets. Call
753 4808
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray No pets
489 2611
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Tr. Ct. entrance of
Murray Drive In
Theatre.
Two bedroom trailer on
Payne St. Water and
utilities furnished. Call
753-3096.

One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray. Call 7531109 or 436-2844.
Furnished apartment
near university. 753
3134 or 753 6177
Furnished 1 bedroom
carpeted apartment. 1/2
block from University
Call 753 2967 after 5p.m

Black Rackin horse and
2 horse Stedtmann
trailer. cag 7534123.

3$. Pets-Supplies

A K C Registered
Keeshound puppies. 10
weeks old only 2 males
left Phone 7537989.
Dog obediance group or
private lessons. Dogs 2
months and up .
34. Houses for Rent
Natonally known in
Comfortable 2 bedroom structor. 436 2851
house
Natural gas
"Portable Dog Runs and
water furnished
Near Kennels Cages and ac
churches and school. 4 cessories. Write for a free
miles out. References catalog. Falls City Fence
and deposit required. Co.
Business Rentals
2936 St. Xavier
753-3177.
Dept. CM
Louisville
Five room house and Ky 40212."
Mini
upstairs. 2 or 3 bed
41. Public Sale
bath
utility
room
Wareboose
upstairs rooms. Old BOGARD REALTY &
Storage Space
Shiloh Rd. out of AUCTION
DOVER
Murray. 753 9673.
TN. We buy liquidation
For Rent
Five year old carpeted
inventories of
753-4758
3 bedroom with stove
businsses-f arm equip
refrigerator
electric ment. Note-We will sell
and wood heat( with at auction for you. Call
32. Apts. For Rent
blower). Near beach 615-232-5150.
and boat ramp on Garage Sale- Sat. Feb.
Lakeland Wesley Vill- Kentucky Lake. Water
9 4p.m. 1203
27th
age now renting 1 furnished. $195. per Crestwood east off
bedroom elderly apar
month plus deposit. Dogwood and Whitnell
tments. HUD Rent 442-3877.
Estates.
Subsidy Program. Apply Income property by
L.W.V. U.S.68 at owner. Extra nice 2 or 3 43. Real Estate
Ben
Jonathan Creek
bedroom brick home on
ton
Ky. 42025. 502-354- 4 lots presently 1 lot
8888. An Equal Housing rented for mobile home.
Strout
.
Opportunity.
Carport
air con
Realty
Large furnished ef- ditioned
perfect starter
ficiency apartment. home for young couple
Call 753-6254.
for rental income.
Offic. Clint Ili Coast
One bedroom un- $36000. Will consider
Boyers free Everywhere
renting
to
responsible
furnished apartment.
Reliable Service Slice 19111
party. Call 522-7837.
New wall to wall carpet
1/12 CoiRvattif Reed
re modeled kitchen. Large unfurnished
Monty, Kestecky 12071
Deposit and references house near University.
(502) 753-0116
required. Ideal for 3 or 4 college
Anytime
Call Spann Realty As- students. Call 753 2967
.10E L. KENNON
soc. for all your real after 5p.m.
Ireker
estate needs. 753-7724.
Near Kenlake 5 year old
Licensed & !Waded
One or 2 bedroom 3 bedroom
insulated
apartments for rent at electric heat and wood
Embassy Apartments. heater
stove
re
Call 753-3530 or 753
,
1331.
frigerator
and water
plus
Two bedroom furnished. $195
townhouse apartment. deposit. 442-3877.
Appliances furnished
One bedroom house in
central Lakeway Shores. Partly
carpeted
Homes vonU1.
heatair. Also 1 studio furnished. Call 7536123.
apartment available. Three bedroom home 1
APARTMENT
753-7550 or 753-7559.
block off campys. CenFOR RENT
Two bedroom apart- tral gas heatt
fully
ment. Partial utilities furnished. Before 4p.m
Extra nice 2
paid. Call 759-1457 after 753-8207
after 4p.m.
bedroom, un5p.m.
753 3763.
furnished duplex
Two bedroom upstairs Two bedroom house 1
in Westwood Subd.
apartment furnished
mile west of Stella on
With fireplace,
Includes utilities. Call 121. Garden space
753-4645 after 2p.m.
patio,
tove,
available. Ask for
Two bedroom duplex David. 753-3604.
refrigerator,
with carport on Stadium
dishwasher,
View Dr. Central heat 35. Farms for Rent
disposal and
and air all appliances
Approximately 1200
washer-dryer
carpeted. Deposit reacres of good quality
quired. No pets. Call
$265.
hook-up.
land _located in the.
753-1799 after 5:30p.m.
month plug
Sedalia Community. To
Two bedroom furnished be rented on a sealed
deposit. Kopperud
apartment. Newly de- bid basis-cash or crop
Realty 753-1222.
corated
water fur- rent. For further inNEAR MURRAY
nished. Call 753-3949.
formation
contact
HIGH SCHOOL
Jackson Purchase PCA
Quality 4 bedroom
328 East Broadway
Mayfield
Kentucky or
home near Murray
New LeaSilf
phone 247-5613.
High School. Home

X.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Two bedroom mobile
home. Water and garbage pickup furnished.
$90. month plus deposit.
1 bedroom furnished
apartment. $85. month
plus deposit. 753-5405
after /p.m.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

1, 2 & 3 Wino Nits him
$165.11 per a. Milk*
psi wit. Newly custructel
mini heal II air,
carpeted, hitches apphones. rice News Ma.Fri. 9:111211 Neu.
Northwood Ir.
Murray,
512-15I-4314
iwollersieg Opperlmily

37. Livestock-Supplies
Calves black Angus and
100 laying
Bramha
hens red rhode barred
5
rock and leghorn
ducks. 753-7554.
4 registered
For sale
Polled Hereford Bulls.
$650. and up. Phone
(901) 642-8544 days Or
(9011 642-7482 nights.
Holstein calves
200 500Ibs.7534150.

43. Real Estate

has been
redecorated
throughout, insulated to TVA
standards, and
chain link fenced
backyard. Excellent location
and exellent price upper 50's. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 kw full
details.

31
E1rIE 3031
:
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43. Real Estate
Pordom & Harman
Insurance
Reel Estate
Soothside Court Sq.
Murray, keaticky
753-4451

FOR SALE
#142 Story, 4 BR.,
on 2 acres under
$15,000 for quick
sale.
#2 12 x 60, Mobile
Home. 2 BR 1974,
furnished or unfurnished.
#327 Acre Farm on
Hwy. 94 10 miles
west only $1,000
acre.
#4 8 room house, 4
BR, 2 baths, on 24-2
acres near
Panorama Shores.

AI PROPERTY MANAGEMINT
•

SELL YOUR
HOME IN TOWN
TO SOMEONE
OUT OF TOWN
We're in touch with
buyers from around
the country. When
you list with us you
get a referral service with the
strength and
knowledge you'd
expect from the
Number I real
estate sales
organization in
America. We have
requests from prospects interested in
purchasing four
bedroom homes in
the city. We have
three families from
three different
states wanting four
bedroom homes.
We're in touch with
buyers. Give us a
call 753-1492.
KIDS,BRING
YOUR PARENTS
Pool table included
with rec room - All
equipment included
with swimming
pool - Just now on
the market - Two
bedrooms on each
two levels - Dine
formally or in eat-in
kitchen Assumable loan for
you - Equity for
owner. Call 753-1492
for your preview.

MUM NIS.IAMB®
43110Spoanore
%%3-I eSr2 421111

7:30-2:30 753-3685

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces Theopening
of his office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only.
1653 Calloway Ave.

753-1914

THE TAILOR SHOP
Will Move From
101 N. 12th Street
on Saturday Feb. 20th
to
1600 Dodson Aye.
Between Leto's Beauty Salon and The Rib Shock.
They will open for business at their new location
on Monday, Feb. 22nd.

( AVAILABLE

LOCATION
COUNTS
-Only 2 miles from
city on 121 N. this 3
B.R., 1 bath, B.V.
has much to offer
owner built, central
gas heat, range, exhaust fan,
dishwasher, all
draperies included,
double carport, 2
storage buildings
plus large
workshop. This
listing won't last
long in the 60's.
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING AND
BUSINESS
Owner anxious to
sell this welle stablished
business in an excellent location.
The tools, supplies,
and equipment included. The lot and
building may be
purcbased
se erately.
40111911t
_
REAL ESTATE
Western Cedar 3
BR 2 bath home
with spacious living area and extremely functional
kitchen. Central
heat plus
economical wood
stove, extra room
for work and play;
triple garage with
outside storage,
PLUS 14 beautiful
acres, located on
paved road
Highway 444, ONLY 39,900 - come
make your offer!
Spann Realty
Associates, Inc
753-7724.

44. Lots for Sale
Beautiful wooded 1 acre
building lot. Will sell 1/2
acre and owner will
finance at reduced interest rate. Call
753-0091.

45. Farms for Sale

225 Acre Fare
Owner
Financing
No Interest

John C.
Neubauer
Real Estate

225 L.P. Miller St.(Eau.ham Omni*" CAsterl

Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Nears
153-9036
153-7519

Forty seven acres on
Hwy 9/ West. Call
759-1987.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
Specializing In Senior Citizens
Mr Cuts $1.00
Sianapee,Save and Haircut $2.75

43. Real Estate

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Teich"
After Office
Nears
753-9036
•753-7519
THIS IS IT!!
This home offers
size, quality and
location all at a
reasonable price!
Brick veneer, 4 extra large bedrooms,
with huge closets, 2
full baths, den with
fireplace, big
kitchen-dinnette,
central gas heat and
air-conditioning.
Located in Bagwell
Manor near shopping. An unusually
good home at only
$66,900,00.
FIVE MINUTES
FROM CITY!!!
Reduced to a fantastic price of
;39,900. This 3 B.R.,
2 bath, B.V. home,
entry hall, great
room with
fireplace, central
heat and air, carport. A lot of quality. Ideal room arrangement for
family living. Don't
let a buy like this

"Prefessieeel Services

With The
Friendly Teach"
After Office
Nears
753-9036
753-7519
WAKE UP
WITH A SMILE
In this beautiful
home in Canterbury. Graceful styling and custom
quality can be seen
throughout this
lovely brick home.
Delightful floor
plan: 3 bedrooms,
den with fireplace,
formal living and
dining rooms, and
kitchen with cooking island, also has
economical heat
pump. Call today
for an appointment.
ANOTHER
TEMPTING BUY
On Hwy. 641 N.,
about 5 miles from
Murray, 3 B.R.,
horne,_ well
decorated-and
carpeted,- large
country kitchen,
sp4cious master
bedroom, carport.
Owner will sell on
lease option or
finance to qualified
buyer

IMMILJEMil
OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with
concrete and brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas logs in
fireplace provide
comfort, economy,
and convenience.
Phone today for all
the details on this
quality home in a
quiet residential
neighborhood.
Priced in the $50s
through Kopperud
Realty, your
Homes for Living
Realty in Murray.
HOP,SKIP
& JUMP
To the shopping
areas from this
very convenient
location. This is a
very special 3
bedroom home
with extra large
closets. New
carpet in living
room and hall and
new vinyl in kitchen. A very well
built home. Owner
has left town,
make an offer.
40's. l'hone 75:i-

753-0101 Sr
753-7531

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house
Carpet, throughout
2
baths
large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489-2145
or 753 2493.
By owner 1 1/2 story
9
rooms. Fireplace
full
basement garage low
utility bills
deep lot
near hospital. Remodeled 1976. 12 percent financing available
with $10 000. down.
Price $42 750. Call 7534710 after 5p.m.
Income property by
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
bedroom brick home on
4 lots presently 1 lot
rented for mobile home.
Carport
air conditioned
perfect starter
home for young couple
for rental income.
$36000. Will consider
renting to responsible
party Call 522 7837
Selling at loss
owner
transferred. 3 bedroom
13 percent mortage.
Low utilities. 489 2881.
Super insulted 1 bed
2 bath
room brick
a
t
pump
carpet large
kitchen. COI 753-5391 or
759 1074.
Two bedroom house
with garage and well
house About .9 acre
level lot recent work on
T.V A. approved
house
insulation. 4.2 miles out
at Stella just off 171
514 800. $1500 down
balance monthly at 12
percent Call 489 7595

41. Motorcycles

SO. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

1912 Honda 750 in excellent condition. Call 3762178 after 5p.m
1975 Honda motorcycle
100 CC. 4 cylinder 5000
miles
$950
Call
753 4614
1979 Yamaha 175 Call
489 2813.
1980 1100 Yamaha. 9000
miles with accessories.
437-4257.

1973 Chevy pickup 454
Power brakessteering
AM-FM radio tilt
air
wheel. Call 753-6123.

Free estimates. All
plumb
your electrical
ing
heating
air con
painting and
ditioning
insulating needs. Cali
753-9673.

U. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage
new and used parts
474 2325

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 Sow*

Murray, Ky.
New ned Used Ants
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Ante Accessories.

7534500
Over 50 rebuilt automatic transmissions in
stock
90 day unconditional warranty.
Reynolds Transmissions Hwy 69 North
Paris Tn. 901-642-2572.
We have a few used
tires starting at $5. Call
753-0595.

49. Used Cars
1965 Rambler Classic. 2
auto6 owner
door
air condition.
matic
$650. Car is in excellent
condition. 4365472 after
5p.m.
1972 Chevy Impala. 2
door body. Interior and
outside in good condition. Phone 753-1429.

1981 Cutlass
Breigham 10,000
ass, Mice new.
P11140111'S
Oidsaisble
MAK
tamer
1406 W. Má
753-5315
1974 VW Bug. Excellent
mechanically
body in
good shape. Student
must sett. Best offer.
759-9524. 753-5310.
1975 Corvette Chevrolet.
Phone
$6600. Firm
753-5963.
1976 Mercury Monarch.
2 door 6 cylinder $2250.
1969 Buick Electra. 4
door 1400. Cars can be
seen at 406 S. 4th.
753-2675 753-5964.
1976 Monte Carlo. $1695.
Call 753-9710.
1976 Triumph TR-7.
40 000 miles good condition. $2750. Call 7532615 759-4532.
1977 Chevrolet Nova. 6
cylinder
automatic
great
good conditiongas mileage $1950. 1964
Ford pickup. 6 cylinder
$195. Call 489-2595.

•
Minim Service Co.
Aaiun all oily, silisg,
VW Fectory Rebate
custom trim -work
$350 en MI 1982
Morisco. Call Rill El
Volkswagens inferno,
753-11111.
Americas hiettest opip
Sodas
diesel Rabbit
Guttering by Seat's
and frocks.
Sears continuous gut-

Carroll VW Rebate
$350.00 On All
VW's.

ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
If you own your land I
can help you have a
home built and financed
at 10 percent A.P.R
Call 436-5582.
Carroll VW
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground
leaving only
51. Campers
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Nice 35ft. camper. Full Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
size bath. $3200. Kemp Jr 435-4319.
753-2241,
Need work on yoUr
trees? Topping
prun52. Boats Motors
ing shaping complete
1972 18ft. Sea Ray. removal and more. Coll
140Hp Mercruiser. Call B OVER'S TREE
753,4647 after 5p.m.
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
53. Services Offered
753-8536.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
ROOFING
and trim. Aluminum
BUILT-UP 8. SHINGLES
trim for brick houses,
References. All work
Jack Glover 753-1873.
guaranteed. Free
Accepting spring conEstimates. Coll 759tract for lawn mowing
1859 of 753-6581.
in city , of Murray. For
free estimates write
Harry A. Baker Rt. 3
Box 105 CA Murray Ky. Professional painting
42071.
corn
paperhanging
residential
Asphalt driveways and mercial
farm
parking lots sealed by interior -exterior
estimates
Sears. For free 05- buildings
Tremon Farris 759-1987,
1imatescall 753-2310.
CARPENTER SER- Professional interior
painting. I have painted
VICE. New homes
additions
custom kit some of the finest
all remodeling. homes in the Louisville
chens
area and have now
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
Carpet Layer -51.50 come to Murray.
yard. Call Ray McK in- Guarantee the best
zie 498-8950. Reference prices and the most
professional job in
498-8963.
town. For free es
brick.
Concrete block
timates call Mark 767
21 years experience. No 2273.
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call Thirty one years ex
periertce. Carpenter
753-5476.
building
remodeling
Do you need your and repairing annex on
carpets cleaned? Find home and trailer. 436out how inexpensive it 2253.
with deep
can be done
Steam c lea MON. Call Tree Work. Topping
trimming
and taking
Jeff 753-0015.
down. 436-2179.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 Tree trimming and
for free estimate for removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 753your needs.
5476.
For your lime hauling
Wet basement? We
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and make wet basements
work completely
coal hauling. Call 753- dry
4545 or see Roger guaranteed. Call or
Hudson. Located 10 write: Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
miles east on Hwy 94.
Ky
409 A Paducah
GENERAL HOME 42001 or call 442-7026.
REPAIR. 15 years ex
Will sharpen hand saws
perience. Carpentry
chain saws and skill
plumbing
concrete
saws. Call 753 4656.
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free 55. Feed and Seed
estimates. Days 474
Hay large round bales
2359 nights 474-2276.
$15. each. Call 382-2207.

TOTAL REBATE
$700
• Mazda

1974 Pinto
White, setematic
trans., factory sir,
ems owner, new peat
Mb, 38,01111 whs.
0* $1558.80. Call
753-3230 between
5:00 sad VAN p.m.

1974
PINTO
1977 Grand Prix. Want
to rent clean-up shop.
759 1167.
1977 Oldsmobile. 4 door
low mileage and lots of
extras. 753-7505 or 7533593.
1978 Ford Fiesta. 36 000
new
sunroof
miles
tires
AMFM cassette
Excellent condition.
753-8512.
1979 Grand Marquis.
36000 miles
Loaded
black with gray interior. $6250. 753-8830
daytime.
1979 silver Pontiac
Trans Am 10th Anniversary Edition.
Loaded
low mileage.
Call after 5p.m
753-4951.
1981 Datsun 310•GX.
Perfect condition. $5000.
753 7853.
CARS
JEEPS
PICKUPS from $35.
Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory
call 805 687 6000 Ext.
1155 Call refundable.

50. Used Trucks
1979 Ford pickup.
Bought new
1 owner
excellent condition. 435
4354.
1980 Ford Van
customized for camp
ing. 759 1359 daytime
759 4577 night
Government
Jeeps
Surplus listed for $3 196.
sold for $4400. For
information call 312 931
1961 Fet 1774

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*MISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Dellves7 en Preecriptiees in thy Limits

Lucky trite
Salvage
3 Days Only
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
/
1
2"Plywood

v2" Ilain
245 11.1111 Magas
M a MI him

12"116ft. L

Si

4x1 lanl MA Cyprus Sim

S4 95 rer sleet
$3.95 pa slot
$11.35 pa ss.
$lpsrnsll
$23.15 pr S.
$1.95 per OW

Pennyrile Tours Offers:
One Day At The World's Fair
June 12, 1982
New England In The Fall
Sept. 23-Oct. 3, 1982
For reservation:
Roth Blackwood
Tour Represestatire
Pomyrile This
283 South 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42011
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Prevailing wage revisions sent to Brown

JUNIOR FAVORITES — Junior class favorites at Murray High School are
Velvet Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones; and John Purdom, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Wells Purdom Jr.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state Senate
has beaten back two proposed amendments and
sent Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. a House bill which
drastically revises the
prevailing wages law.
By a 26 to 11 vote, the
senators approved a
measure Tuesday which
opponents said would exempt almost all public
projects from the requirement of a wage formula which unions
preferred.
The act was passed 42
years ago to protect local
contractors in the competitive bidding process.
It has become a mainstay
of labor forces and a
target of opponents who
contend it artifically
raises the cost of public
construction.
Both sides agreed the
semi-repeal measure was
the among the most important in the Legislature
in many years.
How the governor will
react remains unknown.
Although Brown was

elected as a business contended it was designsymbol, he also has had ed to force the measure
strong support front - back into the House for
another struggle there.
labor.
The governor could.— "The bill itself is a comsign or veto the measure promise," Sen. Ed Ford,
or allow it to become law D-Cynthiana, said. "We
without his signature. need no more amendBrown was out of the ments."
state Tuesday.
When voting began,
The die seemed cast Sen. Jon Ackerson, Rearlier this month when Louisville, said, "I do not
the House approved the see (the bill) as a labormeasure 50-39 and it got management issue, "The
past a Senate committee question is what's good
which was believed for all the state. This bill
is not an attack on labor."
almost evenly divided.
But Sen. Danny Yocom,
As enacted, HB 299
removes most govern- _D-Louisville, said he has
ment and all education- heard the assertions that
related building projects the measure is not antifrom the prevailing wage labor, is good government and even pro-labor.
law.
"If this bill is pro-labor,
Amendments were proposed by Sens. John Doug I hate to think of what will
Hays, D-Pikeville, and happen when this body
Nelson Allen, D-Greenup. gets anti-labor," Yocom
Hays' version would said.
Sen. Henry Lackey, Dhave restored local
building projects to the Henderson, said "I say to
prevailing wage arrange- my friends in labor that
some work is better than
ment.
Allen's would have none at all."
Hays spoke the longest
changed technical
language. An opponent against the bill, saying

that the current prevailing wage law has been
misconstrued as
depression-era legislation and labor-inspired.
The main point, Hays
said, is whether the
government is "willing to
have work done by the
cheapest bidder."
He predicted that
enactment would create
fierce competition by
contractors outside the
state for Kentucky projects, to the detriment of
workers in Kentucky.
Furthermore, Hays
said, project prices may
not be lower in the final
analysis merely because
wages have been cut
somewhat.
Buddy Adams, the
governor's legislative
liaison, said last week
that Brown would like to
have some kind of compromise between labor
and industry on prevailing wages.
But Ford commented
Monday that "it seems to
me (Brown) put his dog

in the hunt right late."
Jerry Hammond,an official of the Kentucky
State Building and Construction Trades Council,
appeared in agreement,
but added: "Maybe (the
governor) has a secret
plan.
After the Senate vote,
Hammond said Brown
"knows our feelings and
what his options are. I
guess we'll find out just
how good a friend he is."
The labor official said
he and other labor
leaders had spoken to the
governor about the bill
"for dozens of hours over
the last 18 months and
four hours last week."
Brown had commented
that perhaps labor
thought it could win the
prevailing wage fight on
its own.
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, recalled that
the governor had cautioned the Senate leadership
recently about potential
political problems of approving prevailing wage
changes.

Committee to delay enacting drunkeness act
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The economy is
setting up a roadblock to
the decriminalization of
public drunkeness in Kentucky.
A 1980 law, that is
scheduled to go into effect
July 1 of this year, would
remove criminal
penalties for public intoxication and would require
each county to set up a
detoxification center.
The House Health and
Welfare Committee Tuesday approved a proposal
to delay the irnplementation for two years
because of inadequate
funding for the measure.
No money has been
placed in the budget to
fund the estimated $11
million cost of the centers
and local governments

SOPHOMORE FAVORITES — Favorites of the Murray High School
sophomore class are (seated) Wege Rushing, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Rushing; (standing from left) Robert Stout, son of Dr. and Mrs. Richard Stout;
and Mark Boggess,son of Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Boggess.

say they cannot afford
them.
Several bills had been
introduced to repeal the
law or to make it optional
for counties.
A subcommittee appointed by Health and
Welfare Committee
chairman, Rep. Gerta
Bendl, D-Louisville, to
study the various proposals, voted 3-2 to
recommend repeal of the
law.
However, Rep. Chris
Perkins, D-Ledburn, said
that repeal of the law
"would be turning our
backs on the problem."
After representatives
of various organizations
working with alcoholics
urged continuation of the
law, the committee
adopted a committee

subititute that would the law, said it is still a
delay the effective date valid course for the state
to follow, even if it cannot
until July 1,1984.
The substitute was for a be funded at the present
bill introduced by Rep. time.
"The concept is still
Herbie Deskins, DPikeville, which would valid, the principle is still
have made public the same," Dix said.
drunkeness a crime only "But the economy of the
in counties which did not state is not the same as
opt for a detoxification two years ago. If we
delay it for 10 years we
center.
The issue of would still be following a
decriminalizing public valid course."
drunkeness has been in
Rep. Joel Ellington, D.the state legislature for 10 Paducah, said he didn't
years. A similar bill that think the bill was the
passed in 1978 was vetoed answer.
by former Gov. Julian
"Until we quit coddling
Carroll because of insuffi- these individuals we are
cient funds.
not going to have
Frankfort newspaper anything but increased
publisher Al Dix, who drinking," Ening'..on said.
chaired a special task "We are just encouraging
force that recommended the problem."

However, Rep. Walter
Blevins, D-Morehead,
said "The problem is that
we haven't addressed the
problem. Continually putting people in jail has not
solved the problem and
won't solve the problem."
Dr. Gordon Hyde, a
professor at the University of Kentucky Medical
Center, said the move is
"a step in the right direction of recognizing
alcoholism as a disease."
Hyde also backed a bill
introduced by Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville,
to place a tax on alocholic
beverages to fund the
detoxification centers.
"The abusers should
pay for their treatment
and the only way I know
to do that is at the bottle,"
Hyde said.

Mental health bill considered
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The House is considering a major reform
of the law providing for
involuntary commitment
of the mentally ill.
The House Health and
Welfare Committee voted
11-0 in favor of the bill
Tuesday and sent it to the
full House.
"To say that the current law is written
without the greatest of
clarity would be an
understatement," said
Bill Radigan, an attorney
with the Office of Public
Advocacy who helped
write the measure.
Radigan said there are
also some serious constitutional questions
about the current law.
Radigan said the proposed changes would
simplify the law,

bothered Rep. Bob Helei inger, R-Louisville, who
said "the provisions are
very dangerous and not
necessary in my opinion."
However, Heleringer
said he would stick with
his conviction that bills
should not be killed in
committee and voted to
send the measure to the
House floor.
Radigan said the bill is
not a cure all and did
represent some compromises.
"We have tried to look
at the overall problem
and reach the best solution," he said.
Representatives of the
Kentucky Mental Health
Association and the Kentucky Psychological
Association, also spoke in
That provision • favor of the bill.

eliminate the constitutional questions, expand
people who can be expert
witnesses, put the issue in
district courts instead of
circuit courts, delineate
the rights of the patient,
and provide a screening
process for petitions to
commit.
He said it would also
establish a procedure for
"one of the thorniest
issues that can arise,"
when a patient who is involuntarily commited
refuses treatment.
It would allow a court
to order a particular
treatment against the patient's wishes.
It would also allow
police to arrest without a
warrant someone they
suspect as being mentally

VICA WINNERS — Three students from the Appliance Repair Class at Murray Area Vocational
Center competed in the Regional Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) Skill Olympics
Feb.13.
Contestants were, from left to right, Alan Waddell, first in Secondary Division; Tony Bowden,second in Post-secondary Division; and Ken Barnett,
first in Post-secondary Division. First place winners will advance to a state contest in Louisville
March 17-20.

FRESHMAN FAVORITES — Murray High School freedman class favorites
are (seated) Rusty Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kent Wright; (standing from
left) Rebekah Brock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don Brock; Alicia Nwmally,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. blarney Nunnally; and Greer Houston, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Hal Houston.

Jailreform bill clears first hurdle
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A major jail
reform measure has
cleared its first hurdle in
the General Assembly.
The bill, which would
abolish the current fee
system and provide
jailers with a guaranteed
salary, was approved by
a 13-1 Tuesday by the
House Counties and
Special Districts Committee.
However, the bill is expected to also go to the
Appropriations and
Revenue Committee
because of its cost, which
is about $2.5 million more
than Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. proposed in his 1982-84
budget.
The bill would alas
allow a county to close its

jail and contract with a
neighboring county to
lodge its prisoners, would
provide a training
allowance for jailers and
would centralize jail inspections within the
Department of Corrections.
The bill was the result
of a two-year study by an
interim legislative subcommittee, the state
Justice and Corrections
Cabinets and the Kentucky Jailers' Association.

dollars upgrading its
jails.
"I think we have a real
problem," said Ed
Logsdon, executive director of the County JudgeExecutives Association.
"If the liability were not
there I wouldn't be sitting
here."
Logsdon said such suits
have been successful in
other states and in northern Kentucky.
The bill would replace
the current system of
reimbursing jailers a certain amount for each
Representatives of prisoner they house with
:o:s organizations of a set state appropriation
local officials told the to the county fiscal court.
committee Tuesday the Each county would
bill is necessary to head receive the same amount
off possible federal court it did last year, plus an in:
suits that could force the crease of $300 for each
sl.ite to spend millions of periwinent bed.

THE

NEIGHBORHOOD
THE WARM CHEERY SMILE AT JIM ADAMS LETS
YOU KNOW YOU'RE AMONG NEIGHBORS. OUR
STAFF EXTENDS A HELPING HAND WITH EACH
"HELLO". EVEN OUR STORES SEEM TO SMILE AT
YOU, WITH THEIR SPOTLESS FLOORS AND
CLEAN AISLES.

A

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER SHOP WHERE THE
SAVINGS COME ALL WRAPPED UP IN A
NICE, WARM SMILE?

-

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
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